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Celebrating 64 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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INDUCTION CEREMONY FOR FBLA STUDENTS
Van Buren Middle School held an induction ceremony for Its Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) Chapter #16164. The ceremony was held at the school before family members and friends a few days ago. Those inducted and their advisors are : left to right,
Ms. Terri Thomas, Co-Advisor; Tim Bryant, Jonathan Griffith, Dreameuse Cajuste, Marlanda Jean Baptiste, Jasmine Martinez, Camry
Moore and Mr. Roland Williams, Advisor. (Photograph by Brunson)

Tony Dungy To Be
Honored At Concert
SEE PAGE 3

Middleton's Coach
Has 3-Year Plan
SEE PAGE 14 ·

leighbortl•ds Get
Super Bowl Gifts
SEE PAGE 3
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'Life' Is Price
For Crime Spree
SEE PAGE 17
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S.W.E.E.P. Program Crime Watch Group Partners
Makes Changes
With Consumer Council
In New Year
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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For several years, the
S.W.E.E.P. Program, formerly known as the N.E.A .T .
Program, has been in existence in the City of Tampa.
In the past, the trucks have
gone through neighborhoods
on specified weekends and
picked up household goods
for disposal.
However, this year , the
program has changed the
way in which it makes these
collections. They no longer
pick up trash on the weekend. Instead, Ms. Tonja
Brickhouse, Director of the
City of Tampa Solid Waste
Department said, "The residents will have a full week to
si t the household items at
curbside for pick up.
The changes specify that
while the trucks will be picking up trash during the entire
week, they will make only
one pick up from each household.
The program operates
through city employees, volunteers, and neighbors who
are as ked to help whenever
possible . This program is
designed to help keep neighborhoods free of unwanted
furniture and other household items.
The things that should be
placed at curbside are items
that are not accepted during
trash pick up . Many of the
items that will be picked up
include electronics that
require special disposal.
On Fe bruary 17 th, fu ll
power television stations will
no longer broadcast in th ei r
cu rrent , or ana log form.
After that date, broadcasting
will convert to a more
advanced
technology
referred to as digital televi sion or DTV. DTV enables
broadcasters to offer better
picture and sound quality as

MS.TONJAM.
BRICKHOUSE
Director of Solid Waste
for the City of Tampa
well as multiple programming choices. As a result of
this change, some people
purchased new television set
whether than bu y the converter boxes. Residents who
already have cable will still
be able to use the televisions
they already own.
Ms. Brickhouse said
residents must know how to
properly dispose of the old
televisions and other household electronics. "We hosted
the first ever El ec tronic s
Only Coll ec ti o n Day o n
January lOth . More .than
Boo peopl e attended the
event and dropped off a wide
variety of electronics. Th e
City's next Collection Event
wiJI be held on April 25th for
both electromcs and household chemicals. "
In addition to televisions,
items that s hould not b e
placed in the trash includes
cell phones, cassette players,
ca mcorders, compu ter , copy
machin es, digital cameras ,
DVD players, laptop compu ters , microwave ovens, printers, radios , scanners, toner
cartridges, and others .
Electronic items are considered hazardous if it co ntains a digital display, a ciqcuit board, or rechargeabl e
batteries.

Ms. Queen Miller, who is
a memb er of the Lee Davi s
Health Consumer Council
and the College Hill Crime
Watch, has announced that
the two groups will partner in
an effort to revitalize the
community and end the
threats of violence to residents.
"We can't continue to live in
the conditions that exist in
our neighborhoods ..The current conditions make it
extremely dangerous for
elderly residents to do the
simple things like walk to the
store or even walk to the
mailbox to get their mail."
Ms. Miller said groups of
young men and women have
practically taken up residence
on st reet cor ners a nd near
abandoned houses throughout the East Tampa community.
"Our police force has done
an excellent job, but they
can't do it all themselves .
They need our help, and that
means we can "t lock ourselves
away from the problem and
expect it to disappear.

MS. QUEEN MILLER
"In order for our community to revitalize, we have to
first make it attractive for
new businesses, then make is
safe for the current residents
and those who might want to
move here in the future ."
Ms. Miller said during
their meeting last Tuesday,
the main topics were to help
President Barack Obama,
the community, and the residents.
"We have the responsibility to make things better for
ourselves and our community: We must support our flew
president , because he has

•,

quite a task ahead of him ,
and he won't get it done
unless we are behind him."
Ms. Miller said she was
pleased to see representatives
from seven area churches
attending their meetings.
'" The area churches must
come aboard. They are the
backbone of the community,
and they must step up and be
the front-runners for
change."
Ms. Miller encourages all
East Tampa residents to get
involved with the Health
Consumer Council and the
College Hill Crime Watch
groups.
"We need them to come to
the meetings and tell us
what's going on in their area.
We need to know what they
need and wha t they don ' t
want around anymore. We
also need their input as to
what needs to be done to
bring East Tampa back to
life. "
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
lcrews@flsentinel.com.
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Suiting up for this year's event are many notable players including Terrell Owens (Cowboys),
Phmlp Buchanon (Buccaneers), Brandon Marshall (Broncos), Anthony Henry (Cowboys),
Reggie Williams (Jaguars), Clifton Sm~ (Buccaneers) and other NFL greats from the gridiron.
Blockbuster actors Brian White, and Columbus Short from the hit movie, "Stomp the )'Wd,"
along with Boris Kodjoe, from "Madea's Family Reunion," syndicated radio hQSt, Big Tlgger,
Dawn Richards and Qwanell "Q" Mosley from MTV's hit reality 1V show, "Making the Band"
are also part of the prime line-up.
cameos at the event will be boxer, Wink¥ Wright and
2009 Pro-Bowl select, Joshua

Now Cooking Thursday - Saturday

Fresh &Smoked Mullet * Trout
Snapper * Shrimp * Sheap Head
Live Blue Crabs
Food Stamp
Cards Accepted

Special Discounts For
Churches, Banquets,
Family Reunions And
Large Orden.

813.247.5128

ATM Machine
On Premises

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~
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Tonv Dunuv To Be Honored At The 10th
Anniversarv Super Bowl Gospel Celebration
Super
Bowl-winning
Coach Tony Dungy will be
honored as part of the 10th
Anniversary Super Bowl
Gospel Celebration. The wth
An ni versa r y Super Bowl
Gospel Celebration will take
pl ace, Friday, January 30,
2009 at 7:30 p. m. at th e
University of South Florida's
Sun Dome, 4202 East F,Qwler
Avenue in Tamp a. Gospe l
headliners scheduled f8[,. th~s
yea r's concert include ,M ary
Mary, Donnie McClurkin,
Marvin
Sapp
a nd
Hezekiah Walker. Fans will
also be treated to a live performance staged by the NFL
PlAYERS All-Star Choir.
"Coach Dungy is a tru e
role model for so man y
Americans, as well as a valued
supporter of the Super Bowl
Gospel Cel eb ration ," said
Melanie Few, pres ident of
Results, Inc. and the event's
founder and producer. "We
are honored and excited to
pay tribute to Coach Dunf[,'
as part of the show's 10 1
anniversary presentation."

TONY DUNGY
In 2007, Dungy became
the first African-Amer ica n
coach to win a n NFL titl e by
leading the Indi anapolis Col ts
to vi ctory over th e Bears in
Super Bowl XLI. With ten
stra ight playoff berths to hi s
credit, Dungy currently holds
the NFL record for consecutive playoff appearances by a
head coach. Dungy recently
announced his retirement as
head · coach of th e Colts .
Chicago Bears head coach
Lovie Smith is confirmed to

t a ke part in th e tribut e to
Dungy. In addition to be in g
form e r Super Bowl rival s,
Smith and Dungy are close
friends.
"I wa s able to atten d the
Sup e r
Bow·!
Gospel
Ce lebrat ion a t Super Bowl
XLI w h e n I was with th e
Colts and it was fantastic. It
was a s pec ia l tim e of refl ection that took the foc us off the
upcoming ga me and put it on
th e Lord . It was one of th e
highli ghts of my Super Bowl
week, " sa id Dungy.
A port ion of the proceeds
from the 10th Anniv e r sa ry
Bowl
Gospel .
S up er
Ce lebration will benefit NFL
YET Tampa Bay.
For more inform ation on
th e 10th Annive rsa ry Supe r
Bowl Gospel Celebration, visi t
www .s u perbow lgospelcelebratjon . com . Tickets are
available for purch ase via
Ticketmas ter outlets nationwide and online at www.ticketmaster.com<http ://www.tj c
ketmaster.com / .

On The Road With Don lee And Don lee
BY GWENDOLYN HAYES
Sentinel Editor
Donald Lee Dowridge and
Donald Lee Hallback left
Tampa on Saturday, January
17th en rout e to Baltimor e,
Maryland and Washington , D.
C. for the inauguration of th e
44th President of the United
States.
Leaving Tampa at 1:30 p. m.
Saturday, the two men traveled
the 987 miles (one way) , arriving at u:os a.m . Sunday.
The two men encountered a
few glitches along the way ,
even encountering a flat tire
a round Lakeland, but the y
were determined that nothing
would stop them from making
this "trip of a lifetime."
Dowridge is from
Balti more, so it was no problem finding housing for the two
of them. It was Dowridge'r
task to show Hallba'ck around
the city of Baltimore, which
they did on Sunday and
Monday.
Tuesday morning it was onto
I-95 and the Beltway, heading
into D. C., as those from th e
area would say. The two me n
kept in close contact with The
Sentine l as they traveled th e
highway and especially as they
traveled to Washington.
Driving into Washington was
not as hectic as one would have
thought and to their su rprise,
the men found an accessib le
parking lot. H ea ding t o th e
inauguration site, the two
encountered a number of people, whom neither of them
knew. They did see a lady from

Neighborhoods To Benefit
From Super Bowl Gifts
Eight NFL Neighborhood MVPs, along with volunteers from
the several other organizations have joined forces to build an allstar playground in a single day . The event will take place on
Wednesday, January 28th.
The group will assemble at King's Kids Academy, 3301 N. 22nd
Avenue and volunteers will build the playground between ·8 :30
a.m. and 3 p.m . Some of the NFL players who will participate in
the playground build include : Keith Brooking , Brian
Dawkins, Mike Furrey, Andre Johnson and other NF L
players.
Among those involved in the initiative are The Home Depot,
KaBOOM!, CDC of Tampa and Tampa Bay Family CDC, and others.
On Thursday, Kellogg's Frosted Flakes will kick off its yearlong field renovation program by renovating a local youth football field, Lincoln Gardens Park, near Raymond James Stadium.
New Orleans Saints quarterback, Drew Brees , will join a
Kellogg spokesman to reveal the renovated field . A portion of the
field was named in honor of Cedric C. J. Mills, a neighborhood
teenager who fell victim to a homicide.
Th e renovation is part of the Kellogg 's Frosted Flakes
Earn Your Stripes Program . The field is located at 4007
West Palmetto Street. The renovation will take place in 43 ~ours
to celebrate Super Bowl XLIII. The Frosted Flakes field renovation program will make over approximately so fields across the
country in 2009.
Adults in other communities can visit the website at www.frostedflakes.com to submit an entry for a field makeover.

CMc lsslclatlon To Meet
The Thonotosassa, Seffner, Mango Civic Association, Inc. will
meet in its regular monthly meeting on Monday, February 2 ,
2009 at Sterling Heights Park, 11706 Williams Rd., Thonotosassa
(33592), at 6:30 p. m .
Please plan to attend and bring your concerns, questions and
solutions and many family and friends to the meeting.
For m o r e informati o n , co ntact Pauline Larry Grant ,
President, (813) 986-3300.
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DONALD DOWRIDGE

DONALD HALLBACK

Tampa ( w ho se nam e they
cou ldn't recall , but did remember that she a tt ended ' Rev .
Favorite'r church') as she was
being interviewed by MSNBC.
The 'two did not make it on to
'the mall ', but they were on the
Capitol property in time for th e
inauguration . "A t 11 :58, 1.5
million people started t o
applaud . It sou nd e d like,
' boom, ' just to hear the
applause . Then there was
silence, as President-Elect
Obama began to take the Oath
of
Office, "
Dowridge
explained.
"Those of us who remember
or can reflect back , felt as
though we were in the midst of
one· of the King march es. I
immediately th o ught of th e
calmness when Dr. King and
the others we nt across t h e
bridge and th e only thing you
cou ld h ea r was th e ir fee t as
they crossed the wood en parts
of that bridge," Dowddgc
continued .
"It was an awesome experi ence. All s hould h ave been
there or in front of a TV set ... to

w itn ess th e n a tion being
moved ." Th e two remained in
Washington until 7 p. m.
Donald and Donald left
Baltimore at 5 a. m. Thursday
and arrived in Tampa at 8 p. m.
Thursday. They return ed with
numerous newspapers a nd
magazine s, as well as other
souven irs of the inauguration.
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rvard· University has opened its doors, and
undergraduate students who are
eligible can attend that school for
free! Harvard president Lawrence H. Summers said it,
just recently. His words have shaken America's college
and university system to its foundation.
Said Summers, "When only 10 percent of the students
in elite higher education come from families in lowerhalf of the income distnoution, we are not doing enough
in bringing elite higher education to the lower half of the
income distribution." Therefore, "from now on, undergraduate students from low-income families will pay no
tuition!" What's the catch? Surprise! There is no catch!
Echoing words from nc;ws articles across the country
and around the w.orld, "If' you know of a family earning
less than $6o,ooo a year with an honor student graduating from high school soon, Harvard University wants to
pay full tuition,~ which means low-income academically
eligible undergraduate students "can go to Harvard for
free ... no tuition and no student loans!"
Interested? Are you breathing again? Here's all you
have to do. Log on to Harvard's financial aid web site at
http;//www.fao.fas.harvard.edu/htt;/fwww.fao.fas.haryBrd.edu>; or call Harvard's financial aid office at (617)
495-1581. First, a Black nian becomes President. Now,
you are handed an opportunity of a lifetime, if you're eligible! When good fortune rains, it pours, if not for you,
at least for someone you know.
011>'eJ~-iJnct[)Jite

Tsk, Tsk, Mr. Umbaugh

years, we have tried to figure him out. Now,
tfi111aUly we have succeeded. Rush Limbaugh loves
hear himself talk. But what he talks about is of
little. substance to anything that has ears. Take for
instance the most recent madcap comments he made.
At the beginning of one of his wild-rodeo radio talkshows, Rush Limbaugh, aka "The Phlegm-Master" let
loose a fusillade against newly ele.c ted Presif,lent B~rac~
Obama, snapping and snarling about Obama's initiatives
to help.solve America's economic and ethical ills.
. Said Rush .(better .kno:wn as the "Sultan of Snot"), "If I
wanted Obama to succeed, I'd be happy the Republicans
have laid down. And I would be encou.raging
Republicans/to luy down and support him. BUf," blurted Limbaugh, "I don't want Obama's initiatives to
work!" Then from u_nderneath his whoopee-cushion
Rush extracted a vitriolic.statement that even gagged his
radio-staff. He growled, "I HOPE HE FAUSt" His words
echoed from the radio tower, out around the world!
President Obama has not been in office for three days
when the King of Over-the-Counter-Pharmaceuticals
says about him, "I hope he fails!"
Well, this i~ what w~ have to say to you, Mr. Limbaugh.
If President B~rack Obama falls, America fails! You
should remember that. And while you're thinking,
~ remember this, "God never fails!" Many people believe
W God had a hand in putting President Obama in the White
~ House. As we said earlier, a lot of.people believe Rush
... Limbaugh just likes to hear himself talk.
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Relatives
esident Barack
bama has not yet
n in office a week,
yet those who wish to spread
negativity have already started . An article from the
Associated Press stated
that the Homeland Security
Department is investigating
whether or not the President's
aunt should be deported.
According to the article, fi ve
days before the presidenti al
election, a directive known as
the " Fugitiv e Cas e Fil e
Vetting Prior to Arrest, " was
released to the media under
the Freedom of Information
Act. The directive required
high-leve l approval before
federal immigration agent s
can arrest fugitives . The purpose of the directive is to have
close supervision over cases
that may become high profile
or bring negative publicity.

Former President George
W. Bush quietly imposed the
rule just days before he left
office. The article centers on
Ms. Zeituni Onyango, the
half sist~r of the president's
father, the late Barack
Obama,Sr. ·
She also donated a total of
$260 in small increments to
her nephew's campaign . She
als o attend ed hi s inauguration with her attorney.
The article stated that the
president nor any of his staff
has made .a statement on the
directive. President Obama
has the opportunity to review
the directive and allow it to
stand or revoke it.
Four years ago , a judge
ordered Ms. Onyango, 56 ,
to leave the country. She is a
na ti ve of Kenya a nd had
requested asylum.
President Obama said he

didn't know his aunt was living in the United States illegally, He said the case should
P,r.Q~ed in normal fashion,
"Yilh 1~resident Obama, or
h.i.!i :ppresentatives not getti~.)nvolved.

Wftat should be noted is
that President Obama has
many relatives on his father's
side of the family. It should
also be noted that President
Obama's father left when he
was 2 , and he only had contact with him again when he
was 10. His father died in a
car accident in November
1982.

Although his father had 7
oth er children , President
Obama had little, if an y,
interaction with them.
If this is the scab that
President Obama's critics
choose to pick at, they should
think again .

Barack Obama Joins Other Firsts
that the name
..... ,......,. Obama wilJ
written in history
as the "First" Black man to be
elected to the presidency of
the United Sfates, I thought
now would be a good time to
share some other "firsts' with
you .
Let us pray that this century will be the end to "firsts"
for Black Americans. Many of
you are already familiar with
prominent "firsts" such as
Jackie
Robinson,
General BenJamin 0.
Davis and Dr. Charles
Drew. However, there are
numerous Black Americans
wh'o were the "first" to
achieve noteworthy accomplishments, with whom many
of our readers may not be
familiar.
Indeed, I wonder if those
of you old enough to remember, recognize the name Rev.
Channing Phillips. Well,
exactly 40 years before
Barack Obama was successfully nominated as the
Democratic pre:>idential candidate, Channing Phillips
became the first Black majorparty p~.:esidential nominee in
the 2oth century. Serving as
chairman of the District of
Columbia
delegation,

Phlllips was nominated as a
presidential candidate at the
1968 Democratic Convention
held in Chicago, Illinois.
Phillips received 671h votes
on his bid for the White
House.
Speaking of the White
House, sources list Lt.
Commander Benjamin
Wallace Cloud as the first
Black military aide assigned
to the White House. Cloud
was attached to the Bureau of
Naval Personnel.
Sports enthusiasts may
know that two m,ajor events
took place in 1966. First,
Emmett Ashford became
the first Black umpire in the
Major Leagues on April 12,
1966, when he called the
inaugural American Le~gue
game between the Cleveland
Indians and the Washington
Senators. Six days later, on
April 18, 1966, Bill Russell,
renowned center for the
world-champion Boston
Celtics, became the first
Black American to direct a
major league sports team
when he was named coach of
the Celtics. In the world of
tennis, Althea Gibson
(Fiol'ida A&M graduate) was
the fh·st Black tennis player
to play at Wimbledon, before

Serena
and
Venus
Williams were born.
Winning the Wimbledon singles in 1957, Gibson
" teamed with Darlene
Hard to win the doubles
championship as well".
Another interesting first is
Nicholas Biddle, the first
Black casualty ·of the Civil
War. The 6s-year-old
escaped slave received a head
injury at the hands of an
angry mob while marching
through the slave holding city
of Baltimore, Maryland.
Meanwhile, the first Black
Civil War combat unit was
housed at Fort Scott Kansas .
Known as the first all-Black
unit.to engage in combat du~
;ing the Civil War, the ~irst
Kan&as .Colored Volunteers
was organized b.y the Union
Army in 1~62. Demonstrating
extraordinary combat skills,
the unit "beat back a superior
Confederate fOrce at the battle of Island Mount~ Missouri
on October 28, 1862."
No doubt, the names of
Black "firsts" can fill the
pages of history books and
are too numerous to mention
in one column. So, we will
discuss other Black "firsts" in
future columns. Until then ,
Harambee!
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·Hunurv-Gahnuhneat!'
makes his horne at
he subway stop,
ear
14 tfi
and
Pennsylvania
Avenue,
Washington, Distridt ' I:H
Columbia. People have c'o n'.J
ferred on him a celebrity of
sorts since his song that ' he
sings every day, has caught
the fancy of thousands of
subway riders. Bundled up in
rags against the winter cold,
with a battered tin cup in his
pudgy hand with its dirty,
ragged fingernails, he sings,
"HUNGRY-GAHNUHNEAT!
HUNGRY-GAHNUHNEAT!"
For them who are unfarnil·iar, his song is unintelligible.
But for others who've seen
him times enough to crack
his code, they know he's saying, "I'M HUNGRY AND
GOT NOTHING TO EAT!"
Just the other day, in the
midst of the Presidential
Inauguration festivities and a
parade that swung down
Pennsylvania Avenue by the
subway stop that was his
horne, this Black, burly
vagrant with his salt and
pepper beard and dreadlocks
writhing like snakes, sang
that song. And the people,
who had come to witness history, snapped pictures of
him, sucked their teeth and
shook their heads.
No doubt, people who
attended the Presid e ntial
Inauguration, this past week,
will forever have stories to
tell. They will talk about the
difficulty of getting from one
place to another. They will
share stories about the legendary arrogance of too
many D. C. public servants
who are just as prone to give
misinformation as they are
to help lost strangers to get
from points "A" to "B."
Yes, wayfarers to our
nation's capital who carne
primarily to see America's
first Black President will also

recite how they saw an army
of the so-called "untouchables" who turned out in
force to demand handouts
from the more than three
million political Brahmins
who crowded the Capital's
sacred streets.
Pilgrims will spin yarns
about how they barely
missed getting mugged ,
cheated or otherwise ripped
off by some of the craftiest
con artists anywhere in the
world. And then, in the midst
of their horror-stories, visitors to Obama-land wiJl dig
into their private stash and
fish out T-shirts, cups, laminated portraits and Obamabobble-l,leads, talismans they
purchased for the price of
their pilgrimage to America 's
holiest city, on America 's
holiest of days.
As the conversation
abates, the modern Marco
Polo-Who - Went-to-Se e
President Obama will gaze
off into the distance in
search of some other tidbit
he or she might have forgo tten. And once again, h e or
she will reme mber the grubby iittle Black man begg in g
at the subway station, not far
from where the world welcomed our president and hi s
beautiful family.
Our traveler will think
about the little Bl ac k man
bundled up against the cold,
who reeked of a life of no
soap and water, whose teeth
were a tatter of yellow and
decay, and who sang a forlorn little song that subway
sounds couldn't silence. With
watery eyes and Sad-sack
mouth he sang, "HUNGRYGAHNUHNEAT!
AH ' M
HUNGRY-GAHNUHNEAT! "
And of all the messages the
pilf{;irns heard on January
20 , his will be the song
that shall serenade their
dreams!

Subscribe ~foday!

1~ Sentinel
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uThe Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself"

Call: 813 248-1921

The Dreaded Disease Research
r•b~~nt:~e~::: ~~:m~~;
.,.,........., _. of d1seases known as
"dreaded diseases." These are
diseases that a person usually
doesn't survive . I am concerned about all of these diseases and wish that a cure
could be found for all of
them.
One disease that concerns
me more than all the rest by
just a bit, is cancer. So much
research has been done on
that particular illness. So
much money has been spent
trying to find a cure for cancer . So many people have
died because of this disease.
Yet, to this day, cancer
remains pretty much a mystery to doctors and
researchers. For years, those
who study cancer have come
up with more information on

cancer. A lot of this information has been labeled as possible cures .
To this date, we know that
no cure has been found. I
don't know about the rest of
the world, but it makes me
wonder just how serious is
this cancer research. It makes
me wonder if all the money
being spent is going to cancer
research.
We can put men on the
moon and bring them back. ~
We can do organ transplants,
including the heart. We can
clone people, do artificial
insemination, fly faster than
the speed of sound and do all
other kinds of miraculous
things.
Yet, we have not been able
to find a cure for cancer. I
would venture to say that we
really don't know what causes
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cancer.
The world needs to really
dedicate itself to finding a
cure for cancer. The disease
causes too much pain and
suffering and ends too many
lives to continue to go on
unchecked. Cancer is one of
_ the most feared problems facing the world today.
I refuse to believe that with
all of the brilliant minds in
the world and with all the
dying cancer patients in this
world, we can't find a cure for
cancer. Likewise, I refuse to
believe that we are putting
forth our best effort.
I wonder ... would we find a
cure if we put together a team .,
of the world's best medical rand research minds to do ~
nothing but work on a cure 6
for cancer. Could we possibly )>
find a cure then?
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ecause he did not
~ wish to be assoc iated with s imilar
racial stereotypes
of his times, in the 188os, the
first outstanding Negro writer
of fiction in the United States,
Charles Waddell Chestnutt , wrote as a white man
for a number of yea rs , without revea ling hi s ethnic identity.
By hiding his color, he did
not run the risk of having his
material turned down by editors because of his race. But
after twelve years of his literary "passing, " a publication
called the Cl'itic discovered
his background and in a biographical note revealed
Chestnutt as an author who
faces the problems of the
race in which he belongs'."
Welcome Black History
Month! In a matter of a few
more days, we will begin our
national celebration of race,
culture, tradition and heritage. All across America nnd
just maybe in communities
where Black American people
still "nm th e risk," there will
be brun ch es, lun ches, din ners , con.1m11nity fes tiva ls and
intimate and public soc ial
gatherings co mm emorating
as murh of Blark American
accomplishm ents that c;m be

c:

Deep And Dirtv
exposed and squeezed into a
mouth-long tribute.
In 1926, Carter G.
Woodson established Negro
History Week because he recognized that history books of
the time ignored America's
Black p.opula'tiori other than
to reflect its perceived inferior position as a culture and
race .
Some, if not all of this year's
events will either open or
close with what could be
teamed the most climaxing .
moment in Black American
History. On January 20, ·
2009, the world witnessed a
turning point in this country.
On the shoulders of our
ancestors, Barack Hussein
Obama became the 44th
President of the United States
of America, marking major
milestone in the soo-year
sojourn of Africa's descendants in America.
In front of a worldwide
audience and what · one
preacher referred to as a
'great cloud of witn esse s
shouting in Heaven ', Barack
Obnma was sworn in as
America's fir st Black pres ident . He told the world tluit
'our time of standing put' is
over, that t\m c1·ica cnn no
longl'r afford pl'lty politics
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and putting off hard decisions', that 'in the words of
Scripture, the time has come
to set aside childish things'."
Since his announcement to
run for the presidency of the
United States, the uphill
climb was truly ·a :·nail-biter".
Prior to his declaration, I too,
was
enthralled
with
"Clinton fever." But, it takes
a real man or woman "to set
aside childish things" and do
the right thing. Senator
Hillary Clinton was a
"shoe-in," wasn't she? But, a
"skinny .kid". changed all. o.f
that and us.
From a time of disgrace and
embarrassment· in the 188os,
a time when it was not "fashionable" to be "Black in
America,"· hav·e we r.eally·
come full circle with the election of Preside'nt Barack
Obama? 'Fa'ct 'is, the~e are
still 46 million people who,
for whatever reason, did not
believe that ' President
Obama l~ad "the right stuff."
No, we can ill-afford to forget
th e m. As we ush er in our
Black History Month celebrations , le t u s roll up our
slccvt'S and dig dl'epcr 'ru 7.
we "fixin' to git down. deep
and dirt~·. "
PL'<Il'L' lk Unto You!
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commissioners Agree To Move Ambulance Service To Progress Village Communitv
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
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The Clair-Mel, Palm
River, and Prqgress Village
w communities are among the
;::) oldest in the area when it

....

comes to Black communities. Among those who
should be credited with
bringing African Americans
to the area is the late C.
Blythe Andrews.
Elderly residents had

grown concerned over the
years over the lack of medical emergency unit being
located closer to th e area.
The closest unit was in Lutz.
Last Wednesday, Hillsborough County Commissioners

Academy Prep Center
of Tampa
Academy Rep
Ceoter of T••P•

V.M. Ybor Campus
1407 E. Columbus Drive
(813) 248-5600
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APPLICATIONS NOW ACCEPTED
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FOR 5th & 6th GRADE STUDENTS
(Current 4th & 5th Graders)
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The Academy Prep Center of Tampa offers an
outstanding private middle school education for
students willing to work hard to achieve their· goals.
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Academy Prep Highlights:
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All students on need-based full scholarships provided by the
community*
A 5th-8th grade curriculum, including art, music & drama
At least one hour of organized physical activity every day
Maximum class size of 15, with boys & girls in separate classrooms
School in session up to 11 hours daily
A ricti & varied extra-curricular program (activities include chess,
dance, athletics, and karate)
One Saturday field trip per month
A three-week summer study & activity session
Focus on civility & community service
Graduates admitted to schools like Berkeley, Tampa Prep, Jesuit,
Academy of the Holy Names, Cambridge, Tampa Catholic,
Carrollwood Day School and nationally-acclaimed boarding schools
on full scholarships.
A graduate support program following through high school
& college

• All admitted students must qualify for the Federal Free & Reduced Meals
Program

HILRIE KEMP, JR.
voted to move an ambulance
from Lutz to the Clair-Mel,
Pafm River and Progress
Village communities.
Commissioners had initially delayed the reassignment so the number of calls
in both communities could
be studied . The study
revealed that From October
2, 2008 to January 6, 2009,
there were 246 emergency
m e dical calls form Lutz .
During that same period,
Progress Village bad 594
calls.
Progress Village Civic
Council President, Hilrie
Kemp, said because there
are so many senior citizens
in the area , this move was
clearly justified.
uup until about a year ago,
I thought we had a full-time
service in the area . I later
found out it was only a parttime service and it wasn't
handling the volume of
emergency calls from ClairMel, Palm River and

Progress Village."
Mr. Kemp moved to
Progress Village in 1962
after living in the North
Boulevard Homes in West
Tampa.
"I had just started a family
and was looking for a house.
My mother lived in Progress
Village and I came out to
take a look at what was
available. I talked to a realtor, and found a nice house
for my family."
Mr. Kemp points out that
Jl/eh iAfrican Americans
first s!arted moving into the
area, there wasn't much
going on in the way of services.
"We were put in an area
with no amenities like street
lights, sidewalks, drainage
ditches , or signs . Yet , we
hung in there and now we're
preparing to put together as
mu ch of our history as we
can."
Mr. Kemp said residents
are preparing to celebrate
the soth anniversary of
Progress Village.
"We are gathering old
news clippings , photographs , and anything else
that will show Blacks moving into the area. We would
appreciate al the help we can
get in putting our history
together."
As far as the ambulance
service is concerned,
because of the county's budget, adding an ambulance to
cover both stations full time
was not possible.

Honor Roll Ads Will Be Published

Friday, February 20, 2009
Deadline To Brin~ In Ad
~~i

February 11, 2009 .

Student's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grade:---

School:------

Important: The strongest applicants will be accepted
to the summer program on a first come, first serve basis.

APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED
FOR 5th & 6th GRADE STUDENTS

To apply for admission, please call (813) 248-5600
Nondiscrimination Policy:
Academ~ Prep C~n~er of Tampa admits students of any race, color, nationality and cthnicity to
CD

w
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~

all the nghts, pnvlleges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to
students at the school. It does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, nationality 'and
cthnicity in administration of its education policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan
programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.

Honor: Principal's Honor Roll, High Honor Roll
Honor Roll, Citizenship, Perfect Attendance
Hobbies:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Church: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
one:

-----------------------------

(Not For Publication)

For More Information Contact Iris At

248-1921

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------.~
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Birthday
Blessings

1-22-2000

1-22-2000

CEDASIA MCMILLIAN
At 2 Years Olq

CEDASIA MCMILLIAN
Today At 9 Years Old

Happy birthday, Princess.
From, mom and grandmom and family.

WILLIE LOWMAN
Happy 81st birthday to my
loving husb a nd , Willie
Lowman . I'm so blessed to
have you as a friend and husband.
Your wife, Beverly.

Blalle Class

011966

JAKAYLA
Happy 1st birthda y ,
JaKayla.
Love, mommy, daddy, Tre
and Tweety. (January 25)

DE'MARIO 'LIL
MARlO' WALKER, JR.
January 26, 2009, was your
day. Happy birthday.
From, mommy and daddy.

The Howard W. Blake Class
of 1966 will meet February 10,
2009 at 6:30 p. m. The meeting will be held at the Wig
Boutique, 2452 Brandon Blvd.,
Brandon.
The DVD from the 6oth
birthday party wj ll be available. Please bring a classmate.
Contact Daddy Bo at (813)
453-6887 for more information .

Road To Success As Model Is Topic 01 Panel
On Wednesday, January
28th, Motown Maurice and
the Combination will present
its first Wide a-Woke
Wednesday panel discussion
of the year. The topic is "Be a
Model: The Roads to
Success." The event will be
held at the University of
South Florida ' s Alumni
Center, Traditions Hall, 4202
E. Fowler Avenue, beginning
at 6:30p.m.
The featured panelists are:
Ms. LaTonyia Roberso n,
Director of Personnel and
Activities
for
th e
Untouchables Models and
Marketing; Ms. Margarita
Chavar.r:ia,r Profession-a l
Photogra pher and Makeup
Artist; professio nal model ,
William G ; and Ms.
Rhonda Gray, founder and
CEO of Exotic Elegance Plus
Size Models.
Ms. Roberson said, "If
you are truly serious about
modeling and making it, you
need to go all in; thpt means
move to NY, Miami or LA and
no matter bow many times
they say 'no,' never give up.
Every supermodel has this in
com.mon."
"There is an art to choosing beautiful makeup to create, define and capture the
perfect image in you," Ms.
Chavarria said.
William G said, "Some

en
c

Activists' Grandson Writes ~
His wav To Inauguration ~

)>

When th e stud ents in the
Detroit School System decided to take a group of fifty stud ents to the Inauguration,
they decided the best way to
mak e the se l ecti on via an
assig nment. The students in
g r ades 4 through 12 were
given a topic and aske.d to
write an essay on that topic.
Among those who submitted an essay was 16-year-old
Brandon Spencer, grandson of Ms. Pat Spencer,
Secretary of the Hillsborough
County Branch of the NAACP.
During a telephone interview,
Brandon said, "I selected the
topic . of ' The Dream
Promotes
Change , '
because I liked the way I was
able to tie Dr. King's dream
into President Obama's
message for change because
he was able to reach younger
people like me."
Brandon stated that he
watched the Obama campaign as it progressed and
noticed that the then
Senator Obama didn't have
a lot of money or endorsements. Brandon calls it the
"toughest-fought presidential
primary in American history."
And he referred to the victory
as "the highest, hardest glass
ceiling that has been over us
(African Americans) for hundreds of yea rs."
However, Brandon defined
what he felt was most prevalent in the victory, "It was a
vi ctory for single African
American mothers, like mine
who could finally tum to their
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sons (/. nd
tell them,
'Son , you
can
do
anything
you want,
if
you
w o r k
h a r d ,
believe in
yo'u rself,
and never
give up on
y o u
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BRANDON

dreams."'
SPENCER
... Attends
The son
Inauguration
of Ms.
Patricia Spencer, Brandon is a student at the
Dett:oit School of. the Arts,
where he is majoring in
Music. His twin sister, Brea,
is majoring Graphic Design.
He is undecided about the
college he will attend , but
knows that politics will be
part of his life. "I have big
dreams of my own. I hope to
follow in the footsteps of my
hero, President Barack
Obama, and become the
State of Michigan's first
African American governor.
Dr. King's dream and
President Obama's run
have made my dream possible. The dream promotes
change."
His grandmother said;
" Brandon i·s a very intelligent young man and I am
extremely proud of him."
City Editor Iris B.
Holton can be contacted at
(813) 248-1921 or by e-mail
iholton@Osentinel.com
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(813) 977-7818
FREE

Synthetic Hair
Human Hair Available
MS. LATONYIA
ROBERSON

MS. MARGARITA
CHAVARRIA

I

Ask Us About

Our H~liday
Speetals!
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We Specialize In All Klnds Of Braids
Address: 10020 N. 30th St. *Tampa, FL 33612
(At Poinsettia Plaza- Behind Busch Gardens

Between Annie & Bougainvilea)

We Accept
Credit Cards

Now Registering

torVPI
St. Mo. t th.ew
II CDC.
MS. RHONDA GRAY

WILLIAM G.

People want it to happ en ...
Some People wish it could
happen ... Others make it
Happen!"
"Plus size is in. With the
right size, look and attitude
you can be on your way," Ms.
Gray stated.
Motown Maurice said
the event is of particular
interest to both men and
women who are interested in

pursuing a career in model ing; those who have been told
they have the potential to
become a model; parents who
want to get their children
started in the modeling profession; those who have
become models and who are
ready to move. on to the next
level; and anyone in the community who are interested in
modeling.

'Quality CaN When You Are Not There''

3718 E. Lake Ave.
Tampa, FL 33610 • (813) 821·5038
'7'teln ..., a child In 1M way M

So when lla '- okl lla wilt not tMpaff from H. •
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Woman Who Anended Inauguration savs 'Hope Prevails'

BY ffiiS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Ms. Doris Cannon was
among the millions of people who trav~led to
Washington, D. C., last
week to attend the
Inauguration Ceremony
for President Barack
Obama. The event was a
culmination of a lifetime of
events that she has witnessed during her lifetime.
A Tampa native, Ms.
Cannon was born in 1943,
during an era she
describes as "on the fringes
of Jim Crow." As a youngster, Ms. Cannon lived in
a segregated society. She
attended
se.g regated
~ schools, and graduated
C from Blake High School in
u. 1961.
As a teenager and young
c
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adult Ms. Cannon witnessed the struggle for
Civil Rights in Tampa as
well as throughout the
country. "When I was
growing up, everything
was segregated. When the
sit-ins took place at the
downtown lunch counters.
I took part in those sit-ins.
I had just graduated from
Blake High School." Ms.
Cannon said she felt a
need to be a part of something that would benefit
everyone.
As a young adult, she
also witnessed the marches, and other non-violent
measures that took place
during the late 1950s and
turbulent 1960s. I participated in the 60s. She witnessed African Americans
standing up for their right
to vote.

MS. OORIS CANNON
•. .Attended Inauguration of
President Barack Obama

"Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., and
others were waging a
courageous battle . But,
after his assassination, it
seemed that hope dimmed.

But, all was not quite lost.
"Dr. King left a legacy.
He had a dream, and
Behold! Joy did cometh in
the
morning,"
Ms.
Cannon said.
Traveling with the
Bennie S~all entourage,
Ms. Cannon witnessed
the progress of African
Americans in this country.
She feels this is an opportunity for everyone to fully
and truly be presented. "i
attended
President
Clinton's
first
Inauguration, and I
thought that was one of
the milestones of my life.
But this was different,
nothing compares to this.
"We are standing on Dr.
King's 'shoulders, my family and I , along with the
world . We have gotten to

live that dream. From our
merciless beginnings we've
come full circle to witness
an African American at the
helm of this great nation .. .
the legacy of' HOPE prevails, now we must stand."
Ms. Cannon, her daughter Ms. Christa "Baby
G
Cannon, Ms.
hia
Michele
11 and Ms. Donia
ell
were
from
Victor Paul
u.ucau''"".J'' Dorothy, and
daughter, Ana, flew from
the Grand Ca~an Island
to attend the Inauguration
Ceremony and festivities.
".I was there. I w.itnessed
~arack Hussein Obama
be sworn in as the 44th
President of the U-nited
States."

Step Competition
The Wilbert Davis Boys
and Girls Club will be hosting their 5th Annual Step
Competition on Friday,
January 30 , 2009, 7 p. m.
The Doc from WMNF,
88.5FM will be .emceeing
and
Rock-It-Rod
DJ
Se rvices will be spinning
the music.
There will be guest performances
by
NuN oiseEn tertain men t
"CRISTOL" and artists

from Duval County . There
will be a halftime performance by Theta Phi Beta
Varsity Coed Step Team
and competition from local
parks and community centers.
The Wilbert Davis Boys
and Girls Club is located at
3515 N. Sarah St. (Belmont
Heights Complex Estates).
There is an admission fee .
For more information,
contact Kayren Lovett at
(813) 248-9233 .
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2009 Black Heritage Festival Gala

}~

The gala event for the 2009 Black Heritage Festival was held at Pepin Hospitality Centre. National recording jazz artist Roy Ayers provided the evening's
entertainment. (Photos by Brunson)
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Olivia Robertson and Dr. Ernestine Glenn.
Lillian Stringer, John Glover and Dr. Hazel Harvey were
among the guests at Pepin.

Luelonda Monroe of
WTMP radio.
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Local jazz artist Dale Horton, left, with Lawrence and Jan
Hires.
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Pamela Robinson and
Tony Van De Wall.
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Lillie and Bob Samuels and Eric and Joan Statham attended
thegala.

Dale Williams, Irene Guy and Marlina McClure attended the
Black Heritage Festival Gala.
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Tony and Betty Brown at
Pepin Hospitality Centre.
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Cleo Young, Melissa Howell, Anedra Johnson, Alysha Cobb
and Flo Tillman.

Robin James and Kathlene
Ford.

Join The
New Salem Family
And Special Guest

REV.AL
SHARPTON

Political/Civil Right
Activist

Ed and Pollynesia McMillan, Sharon Curter, Kimberley and Colvin Ruff, Sr.
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21th Annual luncheon And Fashion Show

To celebrate its 60th
~ Anniversary, the National
~ Sorority of Phi Delta
en Kappa,
Inc . ,
Alpha
~ Omicron Chapter held its
1- 27th Annual Luncheon
and Fashion Show at the
Westshore Marriott. The
theme was "60 Years!

Impa cting Youth throug h
Education."
The luncheon speaker
was
Reverend
Dr.
Arthur T. Jones, Senior
Pastor of Bible-Based
Fellowship
Church,
Carrollwood.
Mrs.
Varneese Tramel was

the Fas hion Coordinator.
Program participants
wer e Samuel Hicks, III,
Mrs. Essie D. Roberson,
Mrs. Ozie Brown, Mrs.
Minnie H. Wharton, the
Pierre
Kids
(TyJer,
Charisma and Denzel),
Xinos , Tops, and former

Xinos, Ms. Sarah Walker,
Ms. Carmin Wharton,
Ms. Jane Rushing, Dr.
Sylvia M. Carley, Ms.
Antonay Davis, Mrs.
Willie M. Johnson,
J azmine Clarke, Elmira
Curry, Natasha Phillip
and San Pierre, Ms.

Betty Newby, Mrs.
Velvet Caldwell.
Proceeds from the luncheon will benefit the
Mary E . McCullough
Scholarship
Fund .
(Photographs by James
McAllister)
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The Pierre Kids - Tyler, Charisma and Donzel.

Fashion show models were Tiffany Crawfor d , Cha risma Pierre, J ad e Tramel , J eremiah Tramel ,
Briana Horsby, Joyce Austin Jazrnine Clark e, J ackie Mitch ell, Mary Fr ance, Mach e lle Maner,
Allen Shephard, Yohance Smith, Markita Taylor and Christian Tram el.
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Members of the Blake High School Step Team included:
Kiera Willis, Jasmine Whidbee, Telma Washington, Aesha
Vickers, and Danielle Gardner.

Ozie Brown , Mistress of
Ceremony, and Velvet
Caldwell.

Luncheon guests, Mrs. Dora Reeder and Mrs. Minnie
Wharton.

Public Meetings Notice
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How are we doing?
The Fed eral Highway Admini str atiOn (FHWA ) and Fede ral Transi t Ad mi n1stra t1on
(FTA) , along w ith th e Hills borough County Metropo litan Pla nn ing O rganizati on
(MPO ), will conduct two public m eetmg s to gath er input and co mm ent on th e
transportation planning process fo r Tampa, Te mple Te rrace, Plant C 1ty and
unincorporated Hillsborough County . Th e M PO is respons ible for establis hing
priorities to meet short-term (ne xt 5 years) and long -term (20+ years) multi -mod al tr a nsport ation needs. The publi c
meetings are an important part of a federal review process that is required every fo ur yea rs for large MPOs

Jasmine Clarke, Blake
High
Step
Team
Coordinator.

Both Public Meetings will be held on Tuesday, February 3rd in
Downtown Tampa at the County Center Building, 601 East Kennedy Blvd:
9:00 a.m. - 2"d Floor, Board of County Commissioners Chambers
6:00p.m.- 181h Floor, Planning Commission Boardroom·
The federal review team would like to hear from you directly at either public meeting , or via mail, email or fax .
If you are unable to attend either meetmg , public comm ent forms are available at the Pl an ning C ommission o ff1ce ,
601 East Kennedy , 181h floor, Downtown Tampa or by contacting us at the web site or phone number listed below.

For more information: www.hillsboroughmpo.org or call 813/273-3774 x342
Persons in need of special accommodations under the Am erican s with Disa bilitie s Act or
persons who require interpreter services (free of charge) for thi s meeting should contact
Allison Yah at 813/273-3774 x351, or yeha@plancom om . at least three business days prior to th e meetings .

Antonny Davis did a ere·
ative dance.

Pictures From The Past

John Oliver and Hugh Hayes show one way to earn a living
back during the early 1960s.

In this photo are members of the Eastern Stars as they make plans for Grand Lodge.
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. Morticians guests, Mrs. Louise Macon, Loube Norwood and
Alma Courtney.

Charles McGlll, Anclrew Starlin& and Joaeph Jones on camera while •ttendlna the ~ts
Dance.
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These lovely women wct•c photogt"Uphcd while attending n IJnptist Convention.

Local

Akbar Positive Change Foundation Ann·ual New Year's Feeding
On January 1st, Akbar Positive Change Foundation , a non-profit foundation, held its 9th annual feeding of those less fortunate: More than 300 meals were
served and free clothing given at the former location of 4-J's Structural Steel, Florida Ave. and Amelia. Several volunteers helped with the event.
The foundation has pledged to continue the humanitarian works of Ali Akbar to keep his dream alive.
Joe Reddin is president of the foundation .

Some of the volunteers who served the 300 meals.
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••• Founder
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Some of those who waited to be served.
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Retirement Celebration
For Harold Scon
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The East Tampa Partnership hosted one of the ma ny retirement celebrations that honored
City of Tampa Code Enforcement reti ree, Harold Scott. The celebration was held at Cyrus
Greene Center. (Photos by Brunson)
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Ed Johns on , left, manager,
East Tampa Development,
also presented Scott with a
plaque.

Jerry Williams, an East
Tampa resident and :zo-year
employee
of
Code
Enforcement, will replace
Harold Scott.

Evangeline R. Best, East Tampa Partnership Chairperson,
presents plaque to retiree Harold Scott. His wife, Diane, looks
on.

Carrol Josephs-Marshall and Robert Blount attended the
retirement celebration for Harola Scott.
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Entertainment

Chris Rock: No Obama
Jokes- Yet

CHRIS ROCK

PARK CITY, UTAH -While Chris Rock had
plenty to say about Sen.
John McCain during the
presidential campaign, he
told CNN on Monday that
he'd have some trouble
doing the same for the
newly
inaugurated
President
Barack
Obama.
"It's like 'Ooh, you're
young and virile and
you've got a beautiful wife

and kids. You're the first
African-American president.' You know, what do
you say?" he said.
According to Chris, that
puts Barack in a superstar club.
"He's just one of those
guys, you know, like Will
Smith," he said. "(There
are) no Will Smith jokes.
[There are) no Brad Pitt
jokes . 'Ooh, you used to
haye sex with Jennifer
Anniston. Now you have
sex with Angelina Jolie.
You're such a loser.' Wh at
do you say? 'Ooh, your
movies are big. You make
$20 million.' There's nothing to say about Brad
Pitt."
But, he added, the new
president won't be immune
to humor forever.
"There's always slipups," Chris said. "No one
can survive that level of
scrutiny without occasionally making it easy for a
comedian.

50 cent Explains Whv He
Skipped.Obama Inauguration

so CENT
50 Cent hopped on the
"Change" train a bit late.
The G-Unit rapper initially backed now-presumptive Secretary of Stat eHillary Clinton over
President
Barack
Obama
during
the
Democra~ic primaries,
before changing hi s allegiance to Obama and
finally saying he didn't
know.
While he says he's
pleased with Obama's vic~
tory, 50 said he never
thought to attend the festivitjes, unlike Diddy,
Jay-Z, Nas, Young Jeezy
and others. He even poked
fun at Obama-mania, saying that since the president didn't invite him to

party, he'd stay hom e.
"I [migh t have] watched
it from a really nice hotel
room in D.C.," the rapper
told HollyScoop.com at the
Sundance festival before
Tuesday's inauguration .
"Because there's gonna be
a whole lo t of people out
there, for no reason , doing
different things. If Obama
didn't invite you, you really shouldn 't be there . You
really shouldn 't. That's the
way I feel about it .
Because when I go places
that peopl e didn't invite
me [to), t h ey look at me
crazy, like, 'Why is he out
there'?"
Fif wasn't a ll jokes, however. He soberly adm itted
th e diffi c ulti es the new
president faces and the
challenges that li e befor
him.
"I think he's inheriting
the country in a difficult
state," 50 said. "Actua lly
the worst [state), right? So
I think it will take time. I
hope, for all of our sa kes,
that whatever his plan s
are work for us.
"People watch [Obama
on) the monitor like God is
speaking, like, ' I hope he
can get me a job ,' " Fif
added.

Man Pleads Not
Guiltv To Hudson
FamiiV Murders

WILLIAM BALFOUR

CHICAGO- Jennifer
Hudson's brother-in-law
pleaded not guilty Tuesday
to charges he shot to death
the
Oscar-winning
actress's , mother and
brother and the 7-year-old
son of his estranged wife.
W.illiam Balfour, 27,
entered not guilty pleas to
first-degre·e murder and
home invasion charges
after nodding to members
of his family gathered in
the last of three Cook
County courtrooms he
appeared in Tuesday.
Balfour is married to
Jennifer Hudson's sister, Julia Hudson. He is
charged in the October
deaths of the sisters' moth·
e r , Darnell Donerson,
their brother , Jason
Hudson, and Julia
Hudson's 7-year-old son,
Julian King.
Pro sec utor s allege
Balfour shot the three in
a jealous rage because he
was upset Julia Hudson
had been dating another
man.
Prosecutors first asked
that the case be reassigned
to anothe rjudge, though
they did not give a reason.
Presiding Judge Paul P.
Biebel Jr. then reassigned the case and
Balfour entered his plea
in the final courtroon.l .
Jennifer Hudson is
e xp ecte d to sing the
n at ional a nth e m at the
Super Bowl on Feb. 1, and
she is nominated for four
a wards at the Feb. 8
Grammy Awards.

Two Black Actresses
In Running For Oscars
"The Curious Case of
Benjamin But.t on" is the
Academy Awards heavy weight with 13 nominations,
and actress Taraji P.
Henson nabbed one of them
for best supporting actress.
Henson plays the black
fo ste r mother who raises
Brad Pitt's wizened white
character.
"What I identified with on
the first reading was, she
understands love and how
unconditional it is and
should be. At the beginning
of the film, she's barren and
can't have children, then
stumbles on this funny-looking creature on her
doorstep," Henson said .
"She's able to look past race
and how odd he looked. She
just knew he was a human
being."
Join ing Henson, Amy
Adams, Penelope Cruz
·a nd Marisa Tomei in the
best supporti ng actress category is Viola Davis, whose
portrayal of Mrs. Miller in
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"Doubt" - a
~......
charcter
1\)
described in
0
0
the
Los
c.o
Angeles Times
as "a woman
who has been
beaten
so
TARAJI P.
down by life HENSON
that her every
look and gesture convey her defeat" impressed both audiences
and critics.
"It's everything that you
could possibly imagine it is,"
Davis said, "and not that I
needed the nomination to
know I was on the right
path, but it certainly helps.
It really does."
Davis told the Times she
is "the brown-skinned girl
who grew up in poverty and
dreamed as a way of escaping my environment, and
was s~tisfied with doing
plays for $250 a week. So 0
this is more than I could ~
ever imagine."
~
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Kanvewest
Denies Porn Rumors
It's been a bittersweet
week for Kanye West. On
the one hand, he performed
for President Barack
Obama at MTV's Youth
Ball on Tuesday night and
then fl ew to Paris to bask
in the glow of the fashion
elite as h e unveiled the
shoes h e designed for
Louis Vuitton.
On the other hand,
accordi ng to hi s blog post
on Thurs day, so meone has
been trying to jack his
online presence by hacking
his pe rsonal Web and emai l accounts and spreading the rumor that he's
signed ~p to appear in a
bisexual porn film . (He also
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complained in
r
an interview
m
::::!
Thursday
z
about being
insulted by 50
c:
m
Cent.)
r
"Yoooo, why
c;;
won't you let KANYE
:t
me be great!!! " WEST
~
West wrote in
m
his inimitab~e all -caps ~
style. "I had the two great- ~
est days of my life, and -t
when I get back from the C:
Louie [sic) show, I read
some sh- claiming I said C
I'm down to do porn and ~
some bisexual porn!!!! I )>
can't believe the AVN ~
[Adult Video News) would .,
post [that story]."
~
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New Football Coach At
Middleton Has 3-Year Plan
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
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With the departure of 7year head football coach,
Harry
Hubbard,
Middleton High School has
filled that slot with the
hiring
of
former
Bloomingdale head football coach, Jason Stokes.
Middleton Athletic
Director, Derrick Gaines,
said he interviewed about
20 area coaches before
selecting Stokes.
"I felt his outlook on life
and his ability to reach the
kids impressed me . We
needed new energy and a
boost to get us to the next
level. We want to return to
our glory days."
Gaines said he felt
Stokes was very know!edgeable and a great motivator.
"Being an inner-city kid
himself, he can relate to
the players and understand what they're going
through.
"His
success
at
Bloomingdale was very
impressive. We hope he
· can bring that success
here."
Gaines said Stokes
made no false pro~ses or
quick fixes.
"He just said he wanted
to start from the ground
floor and .build his own
program through recruiting and instilling confidence.
"The current players
have greeted him well and
he has visited the campus
and .attended a parent
meeting. He's gone over
the rosters, and he's ready
to get started."
Coach Stokes said
what attracted him to the
job was the similarity the
school has with the one he
grew up in while living in
the Washington, D.C. area.
"I grew up in a community in the D.C. area like the
one
that
surrounds
Middleton. I really enjoy
being in that kind of environment. I feel a closer
connection to the players."
Coach Stokes said his
biggest challenge will be
re}:>rogramm·ing the athletes.
"I want to instill in them

§
LL.

JASON STOKES
•• Middleton's new Head
Football Coach.

the ethic to work hard and
I need to get them into the
weight room. I reviewed
film from last year and I
noticed the guys were getting pushed around a lot
and tiring during the
game. I think I've identified where most of the
weaknesses are.
"I've already identified
my team leaders. They will
be Andre Gunn, Justin
Sanders
and
Matt
Parker. They will be the
kids I expect to guide me
along."
Coach Stokes said
what he11 miss the most at
Bloomingdale is the atmosphere and the fact that
there are great of kids
there.
"Once I get started at
Middleton, I'll have some
of my coaches from
Bloomingdale.
"I will say I'm working
on a 3-year plan to turn
things around, but -it may
happen sooner."
Coach Stokes played
his college football at
Lehigh University in
Pennsylvania. He moved
to Tampa in 2003, got a
coach job at Riverview as a
defensive coordinator, then
later to Bloomingdale as
head coach.
Coach Stokes has been
married .for 10 years to
Chamaine Stokes . The
couple has two sons and a
foster son.
Coach Stokes said he's
looking for support from
the community in getting
Middleton's weight room
upgraded, and would welcome any contacts that can
help him get that done.

An Interview With New Buccaneers
Coach, Raheem Morris
First touted as the new
defensive coordinator for
the
Tampa
Bay
Buccaneers, when the
Glazer Family sent Jon
Gruden and Bruce Allen
packing
last
week,
Raheem Morris was
named the new head
coach. Morris, only 32
years old, is the second
African American head
coach of the Buccaneers,
and the team's eighth in
its history.
Morris is in his second
stint with the Buccaneers,
spending the past two seasons as the defensive backs
coach after also serving on
the defensive coaching
staff from 2002 until 2005.
In between stints in
Tampa, he spent 2006 as
Kansas State's defensive
coordinator.
Morris was asked what
philosophy he will bring to
the Buccaneers.
"Around here, we don 't
talk about philosophies as
much . Our philosophy is
our core beliefs , it's our
fundamental style of
attack. That's who we are,
that's who we'll always be
and we'll stay doing that.
We're going to stay the
course. That's what we
have to do to be great."
Morris said right now,
they are in the process of
formulating their plan for
the future.
"From there, we will continue to fill out our staff
and as always, evaluate
our current players as well
as the draft and free
agents."
Morris said when it
comes to the most urgent
needs of the team at this
time, he doesn't think you
can look at one spot and
say it's more or le ss
urgent.
"We ne'e d to be urgent
about eve rything we do
around here . We need to

RAHEEM MORRIS

Buccaneer Head Coach

assess everything and that
has already begun . We
have hit the ground running, spending time this
week at the Senior Bowl ,
and of course, the combine
is coming up . We need to
fill out our coaching staff
and that has already
begun. We have a lot to do
and I am excited about the
challenge."
Asked about whether
there will be more Black
head coaches in the NFL,
Morris said he believes so.
"If you look at all of the
qualified Black assistants
in the NFL, I would like to
think more and more
coaches will get the opportunity to lead a team."
Morris is a native of
lrivngton, New Jersey, and
played as a safety at
Hofstra University from
1994 until 1997. He
received his Bachelor of
Science degree in physical
education when he gradu-

ated. He began his coaching career at Hofstra in
1998 where he was responsible for coaching the
offensive scout team,
developing
scouting
reports and handling video
breakdown and computer
input and analysis . He
the·n la13ded at Cornell
University as defensive
backs coach and special
teams assistant for the
1999 season.
In 2001, Morris was on
the coaching staff of
Herman Edwards with
the New York Jets in their
defensive minority internship program.
Morris in his first season as a coach in the NFL
helped
guide
the
Buccaneers top-ranked
defense when they won
Super Bowl XXXVIl.
R~porl~r L~o,. B.
Crew• ecm be reoclaed at
(818) ~48-0724, or emoiled ol lcrewriljlseftti-n.el. com.

3602 7th Avenue Tampa, Fl
241-2301 or 247-3719
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Could Michael Vick Be In
The 49ers' Future Plans;»
The 49ers
are entertaining
a
rumor that
may make
or break the
future of the
franchiseMICHAEL and
the
VICK
r u m o r
involv
mer NFL quarte
Michael Vick.
According to .Dam
Schefter in his NFL blog,
the 49ers are interviewing
former coac hes of Vick.
That isn't much n ews,
unless yo u think outside
the box and see that there
might be a connection to
the interviews. Vick is
scheduled to be r e lease d
from federal pri son this

summer.
The 49ers have conta;cted
former Falcons head coach
Dan Reeves about · ~he
vacant offensive coordinator position. Reeves drafted and coached Vick from
2001-03. During that time,
Vick emerged as a new
NFL star that would
change the way defe n-ses
would approach the mobil e
quarterback.
Earlier this week, the
49ers also intervi e w e d
Ravens quarterback coach
Hue Jackson. Jackson
was a lso a coach of Vick
during hi s time in Atlanta .
And former Falcon s w id e
rec e iv e r coach Mike
Jackson may also be on
the radar for th e 49ers.

Hawks' Hill Arrested,
Faces Drug Charge
Archive
Seattle
Sea hawks
linebacker
'Leroy Hill
(aces a misdemeanor
charge for
LEROY
ma rjj ua na
HILL
pos s e s s io n
after authorities found him passed out
behind the wheel at an
intersection in suburban
Atlanta, according to
authorities.
Hill, 26, is scheduled to
become an unrestricted free
agent Feb: 27.
A third-round choice from
Clemson in 2005, Hill ha s

led the Seahawks in tackle.s
or tied for the lead five.
times in seven playoff
games . He started Super
Bowl XL as a rooki e and has
started 50 regular-season
games in four NFL seasons,
all with Seattle.
Hill, arrested at around 4
a.m. Saturday , posted
$1,500 bond and was
released , Douglas County
Sheriff Sgt. Dwayne
Taylor said.
"He was at an intersection
passed out behind the
wheel, " Taylor sa id . ''The
deputie s conducted an
investigation and found two
bag s of marijuana in the
car."

Chiefs Fire Edwards
As Head Coach
KANSAS
CITY, MO -H e. r m
Edwards, the
head coach of
the
Kansas
HERM
City
Chiefs
EDWARDS during
the
worst two-year
spa_n in team history, was
fired on Friday.
Edwards goes out with a
three-year regular-season
record of 15-33 and with one
year remaining on a fouryear, $12 million contract.
As head coach of the New
York Jets in 2001 -05, he
had a regular-season mark
of 39-41 and was 2-3 in the
playoffs.
Edwards had been waiting to learn hi.s fate· since
president and general manager Carl
Peterson

abruptly re s igned on Dec .
15. When Scott Pioli was
introdu~ed as Peterson's
successo'l' on Jan. 13, he was
noncommittal and said only
th at he intend ed to spea k
with Edwards.
"This was not an easy
deci s ion . Herm is an outstanding football coach and
a man of integrity. We
appreciate his lead e rs hip
over the past three seasons,
and we wish him all the
best in the future," Chiefs
owner Clark Hunt said in a
written statement.
Pioli said he has had several conversations with
Edwards over the last
week.
"After careful consideration, Clark and I felt that it
was best to make a change,"
Pioli said.
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DONOVAN MCNABB

To hear them explain it in
Philadelphia, Donovan
McNabb is to blame for
everything from the Eagles'
failure to win a Super Bowl
to the crack in the Liberty
Be ll. Coach Andy Reid
know s bet te r , so e xp ect
McNabb to be wearing
wings on his helm et when
the Eagles open the 2009
season.
Whether the
Chicago native get the contract extension he desi res is
a nother matter. The Eagles
probably would be · wise to
wait another yea r before
making that call, · as
McNabb already is signed
through the 2010 season.

Giants WR Biddle
Shot In Hand, leu
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TAYEBIDDLE

DECATUR, Ala. - New
York Giants receiver Taye
Biddle is recovering from
gunshot wounds to his hand
and leg after being shot
while visiting family in hi ·
hometown .
Decatur police sa id in a
state me nt Thursday that
Biddle wa shot outside a
residence and was treated
and released from a hospi tal. Police said there was no
evidence Biddle caused or
provoked the shooting.
''He had surgery on hi s
hand today," Biddle's
friend, Bruce Jones, told
The
Decatur
Daily
Thursday. "He told me his
leg is OK, and he ought to
be floe."
The 25-year-old Biddle
grew up in Decatur and
played college football at
the
University
of
Mississippi.
Police have not made any
a rrests in the case.
Biddle was promoted
from the Giants' practice
sq uad
afte r
receiver
Plaxico Burress was suspended for . a ga me in
September.

Heading into a fabulous Super Bowl
weekend, this week's Beauty Unlimited
feature Is Mira. The 5'4" Virgo says her
hobby is traveling, and her favorite star is
50 Cent. In the future, Mira wants to
become a singer, and her philosophy of
life is to "remember to treat everyone with
respect." Mira said the man in her life must
be a dreamer and moving forward in seeking the values of life. Congratulations to
Mira as this week's Beauty Unlimited feature.
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Victims sav Masked Gunman
Responsible For Miami Shootings

MR. KENNEDY
EDWARD STILLINGS
Ray Williams Funeral
Home apologizes to the family of the late Mr. Kennedy
Edward Stillings for incorrectly spelling his name in
Friday's funeral notice. May
God continue to keep you
during this time.
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m On your t8th birthday, we
• love and miss you so much.
Love, Ma (Ms. Belinda),
z Nene, Tishia and Jacquez.
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John W . Harmon. L .F.D.
James Harmon. L . F . D .
S002 N. 40th St.

Neighbor Joan Rutherford says she saw a teen
lying in the street, clinging
to life, after the shooting.

MIAMI -- Miami police
issued a plea for information
Saturday after at leas t one
person with a n assault rifl e
opened fire on a crowd of people on a stree tcorn er Friday
night , killin g two tee ns and
wounding seven other people.
"We need the community to
come together, someone come
forward and give us a tip, "
Miami Police Officer Kenia
Alfonso told CNN.
There are a lot of people in
that area. Someone must have
seen something, so meon e
must know who could've done
this horrific crime."
Alfonso said two teens,
ages 16 and 18, died in the
attack, which broke up a game
of craps in front of a grocery
store about 9:50 p.m. Friday

in th e city's Liberty City
neighborhood.
Five of the shooting victims
were still in the hospital
Saturday n'ight, according to
CNN affiliate WSVN.
Others told WSVN that a
masked man with an AK-47
burst onto the scene and
ordered everyone to the
ground. · .
"Boy came round the corner; he was like, 'Get down,'
and he just started shooting,"
16-year-old victim Andrew
Jackson told WSVN. Watch
as resident describes scene as
"war zone"»
Six of the nine shot were
current
or
former
Northwestern Senior High
School stude nt s , Alfonso
said.
''It was lik e a war zone ,"
res id e nt Joan Rutherford
told WSVN. " I witnessed this
guy laying there with his face ,
looked like it was completely
tore off. His eyes was a ll I
could see, and he had a grip
on so me money and gasping
and trying to lift his head up
to say something. "
Police
Chief
John
Timoney said that at least
one man with an AK-47 "discharged numerous rounds ,
then ran around the corner.
There were some mor e
rounds discharged there from
an AK-47 and another
weapon."

Atlanta Woman Uses Stun Gun
To Help OHicer In Distress

TANISHA CROSS
LITHONIA,
Ga.
Tanisha Cross never
thought the stun gun she
received for Christmas would
come in handy so soon.
Cross sa id she was headed
to Wal -Ma rt in Lithonia with
her mother when she noticed
a DeKalb County police officer
being attacked by a suspect.
"I just told my mom pull
over, ... let's try to help ," said
Cross.
Th e 20-year-old mother,
who received the stun gun as
a gi ft from her husband , said
she kept it in a diaper bag.
Cross said while others
-
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Two-Thirds Approve 01
Obama's Job Performance

Mother Finds Toddler
Unresponsive In Home
OVIEDO, Fla. -- The
Seminole County Sheriff's
Office was investigating the
death of a 2-year-old boy who
died at his Oviedo home
Sunday morning.
According to a sheriff's
spokesman, deputies were
called to a house on Kerwood
Circle (see map) to assist the
fire department.
The child was in his crib
and unresponsive. Rescue
workers evaluated the child
and he was declared dead
shortly thereafter.
Investigators were told that
the child was left by his mother, Eldra Goldriite, in the
care of her boyfriend, Jason

Lenz, Saturday night.
"I go into his room and his
arm was stiff. I said, 'Wake up
Papa wake up.' And no
response," said Goldrine.
Goldrine sa id when she
checked on the boy Sunday
morning she discovered he
wasn't breathing and called
911.
Officers said there were
inconsistensies in the stories
being told by Goldrine and
Lenz.
The death was being investigated as a possible homicide
by the sheriffs office's Crimes
Against Children Unit. An
autopsy was expected to be
preformed Monday.

626-8600

PRESIDENT AND
FIRST lADY OBAMA
WASHINGTON
Barack Obama is enjoying
about a two-thirds approval
rating for his first days as

"The Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself"

Call: (813) 248-1921

preside.nt, a poll released
Saturday found.
The Gallup Organization
survey found 68 percent of
Ame ricans approve of
Obama's performance as the
nation 's chief executive .
That's a number near the high
end for new presidents, but
short of Presiden't John F.
Kennedy's 72 percent in
1961.
The poll also found that 12
percent in the survey disapprove of Obama's job performance, a typical number all
presidents face after a·n election.

Death Notices
AIKENS

FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Ruben Stevens, Tampa.

Suhscrihr Tndal!
.,

gathered to watch, she sprung
into action.
" I went straight for my
kid's diaper bag and I got it
and asked it if he [officer]
wanted me to do it and he
said, 'Yea,"' said Cross.
Cross said the officer had
a hard time defending himself
ljeca!
· the attacker had
tbke
e officer's radio and
mailag ·. to rub pepper spray
in the officer's face ·and eyes.
Jolting the attacker, Cross'
timing couldn't have been
better. Cross said she tasered
the suspect in his arrns and
legs.
Cross said she stunned the
attacker to where the officer
regai ned his composure and
fought back until a security
gu ard came to their ;:~id .
"He's brave, " she said. "He
did his best to keep him from
his gun. He handled the situation very well. I was just glad I
could help him, " said Cross.
Cross doesn ' t consider
herself a hero.
"I'm just a bystander trying
to help do the right thing ,"
said Cross.

HARMON
FUNERAL HOME
Ms. Donna Ellerbee, Tampa.
Mr. Willie Kelly, Tampa.
Mrs. Ordia Mae Knight,
Tampa.
Mr. James M. Pinney, St.
Thomas, USVI .

Mr. Robert L. Dennison,
3414 N •.49th Street.
Mr. Jerry Lee Jones, Sr.,
4726 W. Idaho Street.
Mrs. Ceclly Silvera,
Brandon.

STOtE NEMORIAL
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Juan Carlos Baez,
Tampa.

WILSON

FUNERAL HOME
RAYWIWAMS

FUNERAL HOME

Mr. Albert McEwen, Wesley
Chapel.
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Crime News

Man Charged With Anackinu
Ex-Girlfriend And Her Son

ERROL MCHAYLE, JR.

Early Saturday morning,
Hillsborough
County
Sheriffs deputies reported
that a man had become
angry with his ex-girlfriend, and allegedly
attacked her with a knife.
After the attack, deputies
said the man fled wh e n
someone called 9-1-1 , then
returned , kicked ·down her
door and assaulted her son.
Deputies said Errol
McHayle, Jr., 21, attacked
his former girlfriend at an
apartment ·on Village
Grove Court. The woman
yelled for her 6-year-old
daughter to call 9-1-1, but

McHayle
reportedly
grabbed the phone from the
child and broke it on the
floor.
The woman tried to run,
but McHayle allegedly
grabbed her around the
neck and choked her. She
broke free, but McHayle
grabbed a knife and pinned
her down on the floor,
threatening her, deputies
said.
The woman's sister-inlaw called 9-1-1 after witnessing the incident, and '
McHayle fled.
About 3 a.m., deputies
said McHayle broke into
the apartment by pushing
his body against the doorframe and shattering it.
Once inside, he reportedly
hit his former girlfriend's
son, and put him in a headlock, leaving scratches on
the boy's neck, deputi es
said.
McHayle was arrested
and charged with aggravated assault with a knife,
domestic battery, tampering with a witness and battery, burglary, battery on a
child, and dom estic violence. He is currently being
held without bail.

Teenager Charged
With Murder

JACQUEAL HARRIS

ST. PETERSBURG Jacqueal Harris, 18, is
cur~ently in the Pinellas
County Jail, charged with
numerous robbery cases
and ·other violent crimes .
On Friday, he was charged
with second-degree murder.
Police detectives investi-

gated a homicid e at 652
13th Avenue, South on
October 21, 2008 after
responding to that address
on a repo rt of shots being
heard in the area.
The murder victim,
Clarence Mitch e ll, Jr.,
37, resided at the address
where t h e shots we re
heard, and office rs found
him in side the re s id e nc e
with a gunshot wound to
hi s upper body. He was
pronounced dead ' late that
evenin,S.
The inv estigation
revealed that Harris and
Mitchell, Jr. had been
involv~d in a physical
alteratftion ea rli et in the
week. The reaso n for their
physical altercation a nd
the motive for the shooting
is still under investigation .
Police said several witnesses identified Harris as
the suspect in that crim e.

S u hsc ri he
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The \fJice of Our Community
Speaking for ltse(f"

Woman Sought For
Irving To Rob Bank

Surveillance cameras captured this woman trying to
rob the Bank of America
Saturday.

The Hillsborough County
Sherifrs Office reports
that on Saturday afternoon, a woman entered the
Bank of America, 250 East
Bearss Avenue, . and
approached the teller. The
woman presented a note
demanding money and
indicated she was armed
with a gun.
The woman fled in a
vehicle without getting a ny
money. She was seen fleeing in a dark green medium sized SUV with tinted
windows, possibly a Mazda
Tribute.
The woman is described
as a Black female in her
mid 20s to 30s, 5'4" to 5'6"
tall with a large build and
weighing between 160 and
185 pounds.

Coleman Prison
Flahtleaves
&.InJured
According to a
spokesperso n for the
Federal Bureau of Prisons,
8 male inmates were hospitalized after a large' fight
at the Colman Federal
Cor r ectiona l Complex ,
northwest of Orlando.
According to spokesperson Traci Billingsley,
the fight broke out in the
rec reatio n yard serv ing a
high-security prison build·ing. No staff workers were
seriously injured, and no
information was released
on the condition of the
inmates.
A hospital official said
the injuries to the inmates
wer e consistent with
either s hootings or sta bbings.
Th e complex has four
unit s that hous e low,
med ium and hi gh sec urity
ma le inm ates. It a lso has
an a djnc e nt minimum
sec urit y sate llite camp
housing fcmnlc ofl'cnder·s.
Official s sa id the fight
happened at USP Coleman
II, a unit for high -secu l'ity
iDUlllt.~

Man Sentenced To
life For Crime Spree
On Friday, a federal
judge sentenced a 29-yearold man to life in prison
plus 82 years.
U . S . District Judge
Richard Lazzara accused
Cheddie Lamar Griffin
of faking mental problems
before sentencing him for
his role in a crime spree in
which a firefighter was carjacked.
Griffin had insisted he
was legally incompetent
and argued with the judge,
saying he didn't understand why he was in court
and that the judge couldn't
make him understand:
Judge Lazarra said
Griffin interacted with his
attorney and had no trouble u-nderstanding what
was happening during his
trial.
Griffin was convicte~ in
June 2008 of nine federal
charges, including carjacking, brandishing a firearm
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CHEDDIE GRIFFIN

in relation to a crime of violence, kidnapping, robbery
and armed robbery.
On December 19, 2007,
Griffin and three others
carjacked and kidnapped a
firefighter at gunpoint.
They drove him to Polk
County where they forced ~
him to withdraw money 0
from an ATM, then later ~
released him.
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Tampa Police To Initiate
Reverse Prostitution Sting
With the Super Bowl less
than a week away, the
Tampa Police Department
is stepping up its prostitution patrols to create an
unwelcome environment
for this type of illegal activity.
The department's primary goal is public safety, but
police will be vigilant in
enforcing prostitution laws,
monitoring adults busi-

nesses and ensuring the
laws are enforced.
Officers will be conducting surveillance and operations throughout the week.
Police officials said the
Drew Park area will be the
primary area of ·attention
and is considered the area
of most
im.portance.
However, the ·other known
prostitution areas will also
be patrolled.
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To Be Printed

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13th
Deadline:

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4th
(NO EXCEPTIONS)
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
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.....

As a result of being unable to effectuate certified mail notice to violators of the City Code, notice is hereby given that a Tampa Municipal
Code Enforcement Hearing Master has scheduled a public hearing on February 4, 2009 at 9:00 a.m. to hear the below listed cases which
are in violation of the City of Tampa Code. Information listed below describes the case number, property owner(s), violation address, code
section violated, and legal description of subject property in that order. The hearing will be held in City Council Chambers, 3rd Floor, City
Hall, 315 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, Florida. Affected property owners will be given the opportunity to discuss the alleged violations. Should
anyone have any questions regarding these cases, please call the Office of the City Clerk at (813) 274-7286.
Please note that if any person decides to appeal any decision made by the Code Enforcement Hearing Master with respect to any matter
considered at the meeting or hearing, they will need to ensure a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the
testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be based.
CASE #I 08-13286
STENFORS NATH & YANIRA TTEES
STENFORS FAMILY TRUST 10/20/06
4219 N. 38TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-47, 19-49, AND 19-50
CASTLE HOMES
LOTS
153873.0000
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CASE fl 011-13464
SHEELY, CLAUDIA
5204 N. 45TH ST., TAMPA, Fl
SECTIONS: 19-47,19-231, AND 19-233
HILLSBOROUGH HEIGHTS EAST
AREPLAT
LOT 55
154172.0000
CASE fl 08-14494
LAWRENCE, OSCAR, LAWRENCE,
KJMBERL Y MICHELLE
3401 E. KNOLLWOOD ST.,
T~A,FL

SECTIONS: 19-47, AND 19-49
RIVER GROVE ESTATES ADDITION
LOT 1 BLOCK 11
151334.0000
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CASE I 08-14587
REYNOSO, DIONISIO
REYNOSO, JASMINE
4101 N. 29TH ST., TAMPA, Fl
SECTIONS: 19-47 AND 19-49
ENGLE'M>OD
S 13.25 FT OF LOT 10 AND LOT 11
BLOCK 16
155872.0000
CASE I 08-15964
MORENO CARLOS A . AND SONIA I.
1209 E. NORFOLK ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-56
CRAWFORD PLACE
E 51 8/12 FT OF N 145FT OF LOT P
169639.0000

CASE #I 08-21161
ROYSTER LEONARD TRUSTEE OF
THE k601 ORANGEVIEW DR TRUST
8601 N. ORANGEVIEW AVE.,
TAMPA,FL
SECTIONS: 19--46. 19-49, AND 19-50
TEMPLE CREST UNIT NO. 1
LOT 11 LESS N 4FT BLOCK 17
148202.0100

CASE #I 08 -23866
MILLS, VICTOR
3409 GROVE STREET'CI., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-50, AND 19-56
VARIETY GROVE ESTATES
ADDITION
LOT10
151157.0000

CASE #I 08-25057
MSM LLC
3707 TEMPLE ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19--47, 19--49, 19-233
AND 19-234
GRANT PARK
LOT 15 BLOCK 7
158855.0000

CASE #I 011-216117
CLARK, CHARLES J. ESTATE OF
2403 E. OSBORNE AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19--48, 19-49 AND 19-50
SILVER MOON ALLOTMENT NO. 1
LOT2 BLOCK B
156605.0000

CASE fl OII-239Ge
CINEUS ROBERT AND CINEUS
GERDA
1411 E. YUKON ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46 AND 19-50
SULPHUR HILL
THEE 50FT OF LOTS 12 AND 13
BLOCK 1
145749.0050

CASE fl 011-25481
MARIN, JUAN FELIPE
12011 E. CAYUGA ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-56
NEBRASKA HEIGHTS
LOT 17 BLOCK 8 AND S ~OF ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREOF
172043.0000

CASE #I 08-21895
FERNANDEZ, ENRIQUE
ORTIZ MARIA
8712 N. BROOKS ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19--49, 19-232. AND 27-133
ORANGE TERRACE
LOTS 7 AND 8 AND E ~ CLOSED
ALLEY ABUTTING THEREON
BLOCK7
145524.0000

CASE #I 08-23979
US BANK NA TRUSTEE C/0 OCWEN
FEDERAL BANK
3610 N. AV REPUBLICA DE CUBA,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46. AND 19-50
BENJAMIN'S 3RD SUBDIVISION
E 100 FTOF N 100FT OF LOT 2
LESS N 59 .75 FT
BLOCK 8
173354.0050

CASE I 08-22749
PEDREGAL, DOREEN E.
17011 E. WATERS AVE., AlB,
TAMPA, Fl
SECTIONS: 19-49. AND 19-231
OAK TERRACE REVISED PLAT OF
LOTS 355 AND 356 AND S ~ CLOSED
ALLEY ABUTTING THEREON
145708.0000
CASE I 08-23141
TORRES, CESAR M.
1603 E. SITKA ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 27-77 AND TABLE 4-1
FERN CLIFF
149864.0000

CASE I 08-24132
MID OHIO SEC RICHARD DETRICH
TTE FBO 1137611 •,4 CHAS CAILLEAU
6919 N. 19TH ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46. 19-49. AND 27-129
WING F L SUBDMSION
N 75 FT OF LOT 3 BLOCK 5
149056.0000
CASE #I 08-24190
RUIZ, MILAGROS OE LA CARlOAD
2722 W. MAIN ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46. 19-47. 19-49
AND 19-50
MAC FARLANES REV MAP OF
ADDITIONS TO WEST TAMPA
LOT 6 BLOCK 49
179600 0000
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CASE I 08-17314
ARCHIE, SHIRLEY A L
2015 E. COLUMBUS DR., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49, AND 19-50
YBOR CITY PLAN OF AN ADDITION
LOT 2 BLOCK 124
197704 .0000
CASE #I 08-17944
MCNEAL NOVA T.
3406 E. COMANCHE AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION : 19-231
BELMONT HEIGHTS NO. 2. PB 12
PG 41
LOT296
152253.0000
CASE #I 08-20539
TIGHTTIME LLC
3615 E. IDLEWILD AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, AND 19-50
BELMONT HEIGHTS NO 2 PB 12
PG94
E 11 .50 FT OF LOT 707 AND LOT 708
152528.0050
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CASE #I 08-23368
IGNACIO ROMULO AND
HERNANDEZ CONNOR GAIL
2012 E. HUMPHREY ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-50
HILLSBORO HEIGHTS MAP
E ~ OF LOT 35 AND LOTS 36 AND 37
BLOCK H
145260.0100
CASE I 08-23768
CUMMINGS, PETER ALPHONSO
912 E. IDA ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-50
BUFFALO
LOT 4 BLOCK3
172299.0000
CASE I 08-23770
WILEY, JERMAINE C.
1617 E. LINDEN AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19--49. 19-50, 19-233
19-5 A3 & 4
FERN CLIFF
LOT397
150039.0000

CASE II 08-24225
WARREN MATTIE ESTATE OF
4401 N. 48TH ST., TAMPA , FL
SECTION: 19-56
NORTHVIEW HILLS UNIT NO . 2
LOT 1 BLOCK 5
153960.0000

CASE I 011-25496
MARSHALL, WILLIE H. JR.
1609 E. IDELL ST., TAMPA ,_FL
SECTIONS: 19-49. 19-233. AND
19-5A3&4
FERN CLIFF
LOT 198
149893.0300
CASE I 08-25654
WERNICK, JEFFREY
MARAH SUDESH
1712 E. COMANCHE AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, AND 19-50
TRIPOLI PLACE
LOTS1 1AND12BLOCK7
150750.0000
CASE I 08-25664
REDO, WARREN
8412 N. MULBERRY ST., AlB
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-233
SULPHUR HILL
LOT 6 AND E ~ OF CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON
145832.0100
CASE I 08 -25677
MARQUEZ, FRANCISCO JR. AND
STYLES, TRACY
8606 N. MULBERRY ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION : 19-56
ORANGE TERRACE
LOT 10 AND E ~C LOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON BLOCK 9
t45558 .0 100

CASE II 08-24325
~ORTER, LEROY
8212 N. ELMER ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-56
HENDRY AND KNIGHTS ADDITION TO
SULPHUR SPRINGS
LOT 84 & E ~ CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON
149631 .0000

CASE II 08-25719
LOVETT, WILLIS
4214 E. CAYUGA ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, AND 19-50
EASTERN HEIGHTS
LOT 137
154675.0000

CASE II 08-24910
BRYAN, WILLIAM C.
1609 E. WATERS AVE., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-50
HENDRY AND KNIGHTS ADDITION
TO SULPHUR SPRINGS
W 53.25 FT OF LOTS 143 & 144 & E%
OF CLOSED ALLEY ABUTTING
THEREON
149e74.1000

CASE #I 08-25857
MARSHALL, WAYNE AND
JOHNSON, CHRISTINA N.
1122 E. MULBERRY DR.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 1&-50
FERN CLIFF
LOTS 28 AND 29
149774.0000

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT AND SECTION 286.26, FLORIDA STATUTES, PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
NEEDING SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING SHOULD CONTACT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT LEAST
FORTY-EIGHT (48) HOURS PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE MEETING.
INTERESTED PARTIES MAY APPEAR AND BE HEARD AT SAID HEARING.

SHIRLEY FOXX-KNOWLES
CITY CLERK

IN THE CIRCUIT COU~T OF THE
THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT, IN AND
FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA
Case No.: 09-DR-000746
Division: J
A~NDA PATIERSON

Petitioner
And
TRENT PARE
Respondent
NOTICE OF ACTION FOR
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE
TO: TRENT PARE
20-4 LORNE PL, 0000
REGINA, SK
YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an
action has been filed against
you and that you are required
to serve a copy of your written
defenses , if any , to it on
AMANDA PATTERSON, whose
address is 5014 OAKSHIRE DR.,
Tampa, FL 33625 on or before
February 16 , 2009 , and file the
original with the clerk of this Court
at 800 East Twiggs Street Room
101. Tamoa, FL · 33602 or
P,O . Box 3450. Tamoa. Florida
33601-4358, before service on
Pet iti oner
or
immediately
thereafter. If you fail to do so , a
default may be entered against
you for the relief demanded in
the petition.
Copies of all court documents
m this case , including orders , are
available at the Clerk of the Circuit
may
Court's office . You
rev iew these documents upon
request
You must keep the Clerk of the
Circuit Court's office notified of
your current address. (You may
file Notice of Current Address,
Florida Supreme Court Approved
Family Law Form 12.915.) Future
papers In this lawsuit will be
mailed to the address on record
at the clerk's office.
WARNING: Rule 12 . 285 ,
Florida Family law Rules of
Procedure , requires certain
automatic
disclosure
of
documents and information .
Failure to comply can result in
sanctions, including dismissal or
striking of pleadings.
NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES . If you are a
person with a disability who
needs any accommodation In
order to participate in this
proceeding, you are entitled,
at no cost to you , to the
provision of certain assistance.
Please contact the Court
Administrator's
A.D.A.
Coordinator, (813) 272-7040,
800 E. Twiggs St., Room 600,
Tampa, FL
33602, within
2 working days of your receipt of
this notice.
If you are
hearing or voice Impaired
call1-800-155-tn1.

Dated January 14. 2009.
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT

By: /a/ SUSAN MCDOWEll
DEPUTY CLERK
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INVITATION TO BID
Competitive sealed bids will be
received by the Southwest
Florida Water Management
District, Brooks(lille, Florida, and
publicly opened at the ·specified
time for:
RFB
0906
MORRIS
BRIDGE SINK PUMP TEST
PUMPING FACILITIES - OPENS
- FEBRUARY 10, 2009 @
2 : 30 P.M.
MANDAJ O.RY
CONFERENCE ;
PRE - BID
FEBRUARY
3, 2009 @
10:00 a.m. (SHAR~1 A at
MORRIS
BRIDGE
SINK ,
LOCATED SOUTH OF MORRIS
BRIDGE ROAD, EA;ST OF
INTERSTATE
75
IN
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
FLORIDA . Bidders arriving
late or falling to have
representation may not submit
a bid.
Bid Documents, Specifications ,
and Drawings may be obta ined
from the District's Internet website
at IYotp"/tNWW waterm atters erg/procurem ent
or from the Purchasing Office .
Southwest
Florida
Water
Management District, 2379 Broad
Street,
Brooksville ,
FL
34604-6899 , or by calling
352-796-7211 , extension 4133, or
1-800-423-1476 (Florida only) or
TDD ONLY 1-800- 231 -6103
(in Florida) .
The District reserves the right
to reject any or all bids/proposals
received with or without cause.
Malcolm K. Wilson, CPPO, MPA
Purchasing Manager

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAJc OEED '
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, thet
SAUTERNES V LLC 12211 the holder of
the following certificete has filed .. id
certificate for a tax deed to be luued
ther eon . The certificete number and
yeer of 111uence, the description of the
property, end the n.mea In whiCh it was
eaaeased- .. follows:
Folio No. on45uote
File No. 2001-51HX
Cer1if'ocete No. 11 H1 0.01
Year of Issuance 2001

Cutting It Low
Braiders & Barbers
Wanted
60/Parsons - Brandon
(813) 217-2462
Small Daycare
Looking For Full-Time
Daycare Worker

Call Owner (813)610-0420
See Them At: JZsells.com

Use Your Tax Refund
Wisely This Year!

Military Veterans
No Down Payment
Special FHA Programs

Sign Up For The Next

Monday - Friday
Experienced

Also Available First Aid
CPR, AED & Others.

813-238-0939

Own It!!

AVONLAOYGEORGIA®YAHOO .COM

8:00a .m. - 5:00 p.m.

CPR And First Aid

ONLY $500 Down
And $685.00/Monthly !!!

Call 813-832-4282
Or E-mail

Certified Pharmacy
Technician Review Course

Must Have Certificate

Beautiful 3/2 Block Home

Avon Representatives
Needed All Areas!

Own A Two, Three, Four
Bedroom Home
Many Areas

Call Allied Health
Career Educators
813-952-0TEK(0835)

Prices & Sizes
Free Pre-Qualifying
Walter Brewer
Midland Realty
(813) 766-2033

H & S Swansons' Tool Company
PRECISION MACHINING • TOOLING • ENGINEERING
PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA

Machine Shop Estimator- Min 10 yrs. related exp. in methods of
manuf. & cutting tools. Prepare estimates from customers prints
using CNC mills & lathes and conventional equip. Methods of
machine stock removal on material , 356 castings , 6061 T6 , 7075
T7 stainless titanium , inconel & cast iron

Help For 1st Time
Home Buyers

Sales - Must have a min. of 5 years experience in industrial sales
(Job Shop). Must be willing to travel. This person will be required
to call on existing accounts and develop new accounts by working
with Sales Representatives in their respective areas to develop target accounts and increase sales of existing accounts. Follow up
on all quotations and maintaining reports on quotations, sales calls
and anticipated orders also needed.
Receptionist/Accounts Payable - Minimum 2-5 years
related exper ience in Accounts Payable and receptionist
duties. Needs computer knowledge, data entry, typing and 10 key
ability with general knowledge of office procedures and accounts
payable processing.
Email Resume To: human.resources@hsswansons.com
Fax To : 727-388-0765 Or Apply To : H & S Swansons' Tool Co.
9000 68th Street North, Pinellas Park, FL 33782
DFWP EOEIAA

ESTATES DEL SOL UNIT 1
LOT4 BLOCK 3

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described iruuch certif'ocete shell be
sold
to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium , 2nd Floor , George E .
Edgecomb Courthouse BOO Eesl Twiggs
Street, Tempe, FL 33602 on the 21th dey,
of Jenuery , 2001 , et 10 : 00 A .M.
(NOTICE: Pleese cell 813) 276-8100 ext
480910 verify 1118-loc:ltlon.)

Oiled tilt.

22nd delf of Jenyerv 2001.
PAT FRANK
Cieri! of Cln:ult Court of
HillsbOrough County, Florlde

81gnetuns by: LAUREN D. MERRITT
Deputy Cieri!

If you ens • penson with 1 dl..blllty·

who neach eny IICCOI!Imodetlon In order
to pertlclpeteln lhle procaadlng, you ana
entitled, at no coat to you, to the
provlllon of Clftlln uelstence. Plaua
contact the Clerk'l ADA Coordinator,
101 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tempa, Florlde,
(11:11 271-1100 extenelon 42011 ,. two
working deye prior to the dete the
earvlce le neadad; If you ana hearing or
voice lmpelnsd, cell711 .
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2/1 - 3/2 - 4/2
Also
Clean Rooms For Rent
Section 8 OK
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Call (813) 690-3320
5134 Tennis Court Cir.
3 Bedroom/2Yz Bath
Condo
Section 8-Accepted
Contact Teasee
(813) 506-4394
Or (813) 368-5623
2, 3, 4 Bedroom Homes
And Apartments

,,...

New Paint, CHA,

0
;::a

Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Fenced , No Pets
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Section 8 OK
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(813) 949-3482
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Even With Less Than
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2 & 3 Bedroom Homes

z

Fenced Yards
WDH/CHA

c

Need Information Regarding
Bank Owned Homes

Move In Specials
References Required

Cii
::c

Short Sales
Down Payment Assistance

(813}267-4488

m
<
m

Call Irvin
·{813) 288-0300 Ext 241

Call Ainsley Daux
Home Run
Real Estate Inc.
(813) 493-0912

USF Area

li·J3:idiifii·1Ai[.]:+l

2 Bedroom Townhouse
CHA, Fenced
Patio, WDH
Water Included
Section 8 Welcome
$750.00

Sulphur Spring Area

(813) 962-8600

Gated Community
Wholesale Properties
To The Public
Great "Fixer Upper" Deals

A Low $720.00

Bank Owned

www.rehabbersuperstore.com

Temple Terrace- 3/2
Kenny Rushing

$25.0b Application Fee

6 Bedroom/2 Bath House
(Need 5 Bedroom Voucher)
Section 8
No Security Deposit

Call (813) 740-0384

Call (917) 796-7400

Section 8 Welcomed
Security Deposit $300.00

Riverview - 4/2
$124,000

$67,900

813.675.7040
6 Bedroom
Bank Foreclosure!
$55,5001
Only $445/Monthlyl
5% Down
15 Years At 8% APR
For Listings
Call 800-366-9783
Ext H489

Riverview - 412
$114 ,900

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE

New Tampa - 412
$139,900

$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢
FOR EACH ADDITIONAL WORD
OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME
YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

Home Run
Real Estate Inc.
Ainsley Daux

PUBLICATION ·DEADLINES

(813)493-0912
anzly123@yahoo.com

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN THE VOICE OF OUR COI/IIIIUNITY FOR OVER 63 YEARS
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1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments

Perfect Credit

2 Bedroom/1 Yz Bath
Townhouse For Lease

PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 46/46
SEC -TWP·RGE OS-31-20
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

z

c

I

Machine Shop Engineering Manager - Contract Aerospace
machine shop looking for experienced engineering Manager.
Should have experience planning, controlling and scheduling
engineering department at the managerial level. Min 10 yrs. exp.

Dncr1ptlon of Property:

Name(s) in which assessed:
SOTEROMAYA
ROSA IMELDA MAYA

Homes For Rent

Tuesday Edition - Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition - Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.
Email Your Ad To: ledwards@flsentinel.com
Fax Your Ads 2417 (813) 248-9218
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3905 E. Powhattan

..,
c(

$302/Monthlyl
4 Bedroom/3 Bath
Foreclosures!
5% Down
15 Years@ 8% APR

5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

~

ic(-

c

3408 49th Street

tn
w
::::»

4 Bedroom_s/2 Bath

...

Caii ·Tyrone .
1-800-890-7639
(718) 781-6934

·-.

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext R592

Nice 2, 3, 4 Bedroom
Houses
Section 8
Bad Credit OK

3 Bedroom/ Bath
CHA; Garage
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Accepted
$1,000.00 Per Month

Visit www.Jimrents.Com
Or Call 8131353-0220
These Won't Lastll

Call 813-326-6141
1912 West Cherry Street

&L.
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(813) 784-5076

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
large Yard
Near School/Shopping
$975. 00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

(813) 231-2974

~

$11,000!

c

5 Bedroom/3 Bath
$35,500!
More Homes Available
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5909 81st Drive
Progress Village

large Remodeled 3/1
Section 8 Ready
Front Porch, WID Hookup
$1;075iMonthly
$250/~posit

~

:I:

CHA, Fenced Yard
WID Hook-up
$1, 100.00/Monthly
$1,000.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

For Listings Call
. 800-366-9783 Ext 5649

D.
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Responsible Section 8
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East Tampa Home
•·· Spacious

Cati..T~~. Bring
' ..: .Deposit

2 Bedroom/1 Bath, CHA

Tomo....OW M~ ·ae
Too Latel
813-245-7()99

_,

Fenced, WID Hookup
Water Included
$875.00 Monthly

0

For Rent

(

. ... :.

1·-·l

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
One Car Garage
CHA, New Floors
And Fresh
Paint
It . _,.,
•
I:J
'$650:00/MonthJy- ·

~ ~.~:~·... -~- -'··. ';'

···:can. (113f riiZaatl

..

--

FrFst Month Free
$125 Moves You In
With EXcellent Verifiable
Rental History

We will post notice in the
Florida Sentinel Bulletin
when we reopen .

2Bedroom/1 Bath Apartment
4005 N. 34th St. #D
W/W Carpet, Central A/C
Washer Hook-up
$550.00/Monthly
Includes WatE·r

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Nice Driveway/Carport
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Enclosed Front Porch
Section a Welcome
813-770-0375
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
Central Heat And Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
CarPort
$750.00/ Monthly
$500. 00/Deposit
Call (813) 877-9192
Or (813) 877-3406

Both 4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Newly Redone
Section 8 Welcome
$1000.00 Per Month

Tampa Park Apartments
Applications List has
CLOSED.

We Appreciate Your
Interest in living at Tampa
Park Apartments.
Tampa Park
Apartment, Inc.
1417 Tampa Park Plaza
Tampa, Florida 33605
Telephone
(813) 229-1845
Telecommunications
Relay Inc.
TTY 1-800-955-8771
Voice 1-800-955-8770

First In Property
Management
813.943.3300

Spanish 1-877-955-8773

:·:·

.

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Central A/C Unit, WDH,
Screened In Front Porch
Phone Jacks, Utility House
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 451-9624
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

South Tampa
312 • $1,075.00
$650. 00/Deposit

1401 East 97th Avenue

5/3-$1,550.00
$775.00/Deposit

908 Eat Humphrey
CHA; WDH
$600.0() - $800.()0/Monthly

4/3 - CarrollWood
$1,475.00
$850.00/Deposit
Section 8
(813) 505-5400

J813) 453-0123

2/1 Renovated
N.WAJc
.. Everything...Newill
'
~.

· $750.00/Monthly
·. $400.00/pe~sit _
No SeCtion 8

No Vouchers .And Mu_s t Be
,· Able To Verify Income

Pi'ogren VIllage
5203 86th Street
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Central Air, Carpet, WDH
Section 8 Welcome
$850. 00/Monthly
$850.00/Deposit

N ;

Call Ko.Win
(813)· 267~553

Call (813) 877-9449
Cell (813) 943-6804

Call (813) 238-6353
Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
No Problemll
FREE APPLICATIONII
Newly Renovated
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile Floors
New Appliances
New Ceiling Fans
$575.00/Monthly
Water & Trash lndudej:l!!!!
Very Low Deposit!
813-244-4551

9754 Lewis Road
Thonotosassa

(813) 986-1438

2705 East_Cayuga

4205' "OriJ1,18th·Street

~

Call493-0912

Ybor City Area

$500.00/Deposit

1026 East MLK

, .· ··~A.Q!)!Deposjt •.,.

::.:-. .r~. ~~~'"'(,..:. :~·:;" ,J:

w

$400.00/Deposit

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$625.00/Monthly
Includes Water
Deposit Required
Convenientry Located
Call (813) 318-1523
Or (201) 819-5265

~ma_u11Ja House

&L.

C)

$800. CO/Monthly

(813) 900-6926
3/1 Honie, Quiet
Five Minutes
From Downtown

m

C).

Apartments

Ybor Apartments

"A Great Place
To Call Home"

2 Homes For Rent
3· Bedrooms/2 Bath

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Call (813) 610-4518

Sulphur Springs Area

:

~

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Central Heat/Air
WID Hook-up
$700.00/Monthly

Homes For Rent!

Seminole Heights

~
c

West Tampa Area
1939 West Chestnut

Cinnamon Cove .
Apartments
12401 N. 15th Street
Starting At $375.00
On-Site laundry And
Convenient To Everything
Call (813) 971-5254

' Sentinel Bulletin
AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS
,·;(·:(,,.,. NeW.Jt'-ffi,..:Aij~~:i:. -: ;;;:,;

. . . :W.~l...'art;;~:::~;; :')\((

Shell Gas

(Tampa, Brandon & Seffner)

(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Skipper Rd.)

11720 Dr. MLK Jr. Blvd. (S)
949 E. Bloomingdale Ave. (8)
2701 E. Fletcher Ave. (1)
11110 Causeway Blvd. (8)
12808 E. Brandon Blvd. (B)
1601 W. Kennedy Blvd. (7)
8885 N..Aori~ Ave. (7)

Sweet Bay
(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Highland Pkv.y.

I ,;J{~if.§:~~::$:~~;
. .pi~::{KN::i?
t&-f!ndcm Seffner, RiveMew& VaOOil
5909 U. S. Highway 30}S (R)
625 W. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (7)
2502 W. Hillsborough Ave. (7)
5502 E. Fowler Ave: .(.7)
400'1 E. Busch Blvd. (7)
2911-E. Fowler Ave. (7)
715 Brandon Blvd. (B)
715 W. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)
2725 N. MacDill Ave. (7)
611 S. Howard Ave. (7),

=:'~w~t.t.:livl\it~r~il~::
IBrandon Sef!ner. Riverview & Valrico!

6929 U. S. Highway 301 N. (R)
2535 W. Brandon Blyd. (V)
1101 E. Bloomingdale Blvd. (8)
1247 Kingsway Blvd. (S)
11230 E. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)
205 E. Alexander St., Plant City
597 S. Wheeler St., Plant City

Com Box Locat1ons
HARTline Terminal
(Uni~ty ~) -l:.ivingstqn 'Aye.

HARTLine Terminal
(East Lake Area) - 56" Street
Orient Jail, Orient Road
Falkenburg J~il, Faulkenburg Rd.
24 Hour Launci'omat, MLK/Florida
VA Hospital, 56" St./131st Ave.
River Pines Apts., 40" Street
Centro Place, 21st Ave./15" St.
JL Young APts .. Nebraska/Bird St.
Epiphany Anns Apts., Hanna/22nd
Univ. Comm. Hosp. , 30"/Fietcher
St. Joseph Ho5p., MLK/Habana
Tampa Gen. Hosp., by McDonalds

·-t
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ROOMS

APTS. FOR RENT
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204Yz E. Selma Ave.

West Tampa

1 Bedroom Over Garage
Studio Apartment
$500.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit

1 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
$525.00/Monthly
Includes Water
Security Deposit Required
$30.00 Background Fee

Call (813) 786-86'70

0 Security Deposit ~ ~
3 Bedroom/1 Bat\1::; ~-CHA, WDH 3 ~ 1 ~
Near Everything3 n'
Call (813)

r

1 Bedroom
Very Nice, WDH

Call (813) 325-6499
Rooms For Rent

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Spacious Duplex
$800.00/Monthly
Newly Renovated
Section 8 Ok
Utilities Included
Call (813) 477-7734

Movi_ng Cost
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

$350.00.Deposit
2102 Palmetto Street

~

2619 E. Genessee Street

2928 N. 18th Street

Unit #lA

55 Years And
Older Preferred
$120.00/Weekly
$12!).00/0eposit

Large Backyard

·Soutttlatie Senior

Quiet Neighborhood
$600.00/Monthly

Call Jim (813) 237-1810
Gennte (813) 328-2171

$600.00/Security

Apartment., 82 +

WSG Included

1 Bedroom/$435.00
Minimum Income Required
$1,500.00
Adjacent To Southgate
Shopping Center
(727) 847-1110
E~O

Po~(813)410~22

Take MLK To 26th, (Tum
Away From Library), Take
26th To Genessee.

Ybor City Area
Rooms For Rent
2 Bathrooms
Large Kitchen
Patio/Parking Available
$75.00- $100.00/Weekly
Deposit Negotiable

Call (813) 249-9958
Duplex Apartment
Firat Month Free
S125 Movn You In
Must Have Excellent

Call 813-770-0315

Verifiable Rental History
Section 8 Welcome
3 Bedroom Duplex
Clean, AJC, New Paint ·

wiD Hook-Up

.
· $950.00/Monthly

83M Millberry·Apt .S
(813) 238-8100 .

I

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
All Utilities Included

CablelV
No Deposit $150.00/Weekly
No Credit Check

C.all (813) 223-5214

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath, Clean

New Po.t Richey .

Rooms For Rent
3634 North Bay Street

Busct'! Gardens
Temple Terrace Area

Call (813) 965-5931
Or (813) 247-3581

+Deposit
(113) 311-1523

Call 813-732-5459

Call (813) 850-4491

Single Occupancy
Comfortable With
A/C And Heat

$725.00 Monthly

Gated, Pool
Laundry Facility & More
Mention This ~d
For Move-In Special
$460.00/Monthly

Huge Rooms
Wireless Internet Access
Cable , Air Conditioning

Furnished
Room For Rent

CHA, Utility Room, WDH ,

r

Large Rooms For Rent
West Tampa Area

Call (813) 217-2462

Duplex

University Area,
Loft Apa~e~:t!

Very Clean Rooms
For Rent
With Private Entrance
Senior Citizen Discount

Must Have Reliable
Source Of Income
Utilities Included
$1 00.00/Weekly

West Tampa
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Call Tamara
(813) 975-0258

Ybor City A_rea

Call (813) 244-7388

Tampa Heights

.Section 8
No Deposit
No Application Fee
·w ill Assist With

Call (813) 494-3343

Big Rooms 4 Rent

(813) 789-3879 .

Call 813-391-7046

1000 East 26th Avenue

2Bedrooml1 Bath

Bnch Gardena Area
Plant City
FairGrounds

Burglar Bars, AIC
WIW Carpet And

c::

)Ito

~
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$350 .00- $480.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit
A/C , Cable, Utilities
Children OK

N
0
0

U)

Call (813) 505-5400
Under New Management
Gann & Gann Rentals

Call Devin Or Tecla
(813) 516-1550
Seminole Heights And
Nebraska/Siigh Area
Rooms For Rent
Close To Bus Lines
$125.00/.Weekly
Includes Utilities
Clean And Furnished
(813) 784-0508

Room For Rent
One Person Only
Phone Charles
(813) 229-8696
(813) 373-2515
(813) 373-2514
806 E. Floribraska
Tampa, FL

li·'h' ·Bj.]'i(.]dH'ill
RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE
Complete Air Conditioning
& Heating Service
On All Makes And Models
Call (813) 620-1866
LIC ICAC 1814465

Tarpley's A/C
(813) 238-7884
Committed To Excellence
In Sales & Service
New & Used AIC's
Same Day
Financing Available

Room For Rent

REM Air Conditioning ·

Close To T,..nsportatlon
$400.00/Month_ly
Plus Security
Includes Utilities/Cable
Available ,Immediately

Service On All
Makes & Models
Installation Of
Replacements On
Central Systems
Financing WAC
Same Day Service

Large/Furnished Rooms
Utilities/Laundry
Facilities Included

813-248-san
· Uc I CAC 001430

~itchen Use
$110- $140 Weekly
Deposit + 1 Week Rent

$5001 Pollee lm~undal

can (813) 247-4724

Hondas, Chevys, Acuras
Toyotas, Etc. From $500!

Clair Mel Area

3021 North 4Ith Stntet IS
$575.00 Per Month
Call (813) 238-8353

I

CHA, W/D, Cable
All Utilities Paid
Next To Bus Lines
Quiet Neighborhood
$140.00/Weekly
Private Entrance

Room For Rent
Private Bathroom
Shared Kitchen And
Living Room
$120.00- $1SO.OO Weekly
Deposit Varies

(813) 478-1288

Call (813) 545-9139
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Sulphur Springs Area

Ybor Heights

0

Ill

UCt CAC111530

Call (813) 842-7902

.,rc)Ito

For Listings Call

100-388-8813 Ext 3815

Good Neighbors

Visit Oar Wcblitc@ www .fllcadncl.com

4 Locations
Furnished Clean
Quiet - Shared Rooms

"LOOK"

402 W. Amelia Avenue
$500.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

3/1, CHA, W/D Hook-up
$695.00/Month
$300.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

l+·f·i·U&J i·' ;I;) 3: iII

Nic::e Area
Section 8 Only
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, WDH
Receive $100.00 Cash
With Signed Lease
0 Deposit

546-77~

Available Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:

(813) 690-6664

Call (813) 309-1615

Section 8 Tenants

DUPLEX
1504 E. 138th Ave.

SOOownl
Cars·Ftom $29.00/Monthly!
36 Months @ 8,5% APR
Police Impounds
For Listings Call
800-386-9813 Ext K458

~
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Twin
Full
Queen
King
Bunk Beds

DNA Paternity Testing

"We Do Best For Less"

$50.00

Legal or personal testing

$60.00
$75.00
$95.00

available . Results in just
3 DAYS. No Collection

MAC DADDY
Lawn SerVice
Hauling And Clean-Up

$150.00

Call (813) 310-0991

Fees in Tampa.
NO
BLOOD! Payment options

Phone (813) 245-9761

available.
http://dnatestingsolutions.com
DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

; S & H Painting
' & Contracting
'

Complete Home Repairs
Experienced Staff
Licensed Electricians
Carpenters, Roofing,
,Decks & Ramps

Micros Short Hair
Miaos Long Hair
Kinky Twists

$65
$85

Box Plaits

$40
$45

~~

$65

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

http://shpaintingcontracting .com

Harvey (813) 412-9318
Insured/Lie# 199701

Avoid Foreclosure Now!
Call (813) 310-3434

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1-3 Rooms
ONLY- $24.95
No Hidden -CHARGES!
Call (813) 325-4330
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Genesis Learning Center
Open For Super Bowl
24 Hrsn Days A Week
(6 Weeks To 12 Yrs. Old)

L~F-TA-480
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Legal Or Personal Testing
Payment Plans
24-Hour Service

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
We Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days

Monday - Saturday

See Our Ad In The

DLM-DNA
Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
Dlmservlces91 @yahoo. com
Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

Florida Sentinel.

MA.K EYOUR
NEXT
VACATION
OR FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE

Breaker Panels And
Receptacles
Lights, Outlets
Service Upgrades
Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-8148
Lie tER13013733

Wants Income Property
Will Look At
Any/All Condition
Call (813) 960-3762

- Build With Equity
- Build A Positive

There Is Nothing To Big

Derrick's Back

A- Woman's Worth
· Hair Studio

Cash Flow

·Relaxer • Condition

Rental Business
Must Have Fair Credit

Style- $45.00
Shampoo • Condition

Must Have Cash To Close

Style- $25.00
New Clients Only!
'(813) 786-7319
Desiree Brazile

•·
Sa1ra's Natural Roots
Hair Salon
Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling
Carpentry, Room Additions
Roofing, Drywall, Plumbing
Ceramic Tile, Sidewalks
Patios And Hauling
Call Ell (813) 325-4643
Llcto22850

THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN
THE VOICE OF OUR COMMUNITY
FOR OVER 63 YEARS

Miracle Green Power
Prayer Cloth

Ms. D's World Of Beauty
3720 % Dr. MLK Blvd.
(813) 247-4368

Rehab For profit

Call (813) 784-8339

813-980-9070

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

"Let Not Your Heart
Be Troubled."

Specials:

Trucks And Vans

(813) 695-2438

The

Ad In

Florida Sentinel.

New Clients Only

.T.ues. & Wed. Only
Waves, Wraps And Sets
Starting @ $25.00

813.675.7040

Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
FREEl Pick Up Any
Junk Metal/Appliances
7 Days A Week

See Our

$25 .00

Learn How To

We Buy Junk Cars

Fpr Junk Cars, Trucks

S~ampoo/Set

Create Wealth Investing
In Real Estate

Serio~s Inquiries Only

''TOP" $CASH$
Up to _$1,500.00 · .

Lots

813-507-1032

Private Investor

Residential And
Commercia_
! Complete
Electrical Service

Cash In 3 Days For Your
Vacant
Lands,
Or Acreage.

813.675.7040
Tonya@

813-985-8939

Also Provides
Fillings,
Extractions
Specia,lists ·& More

Call (813) 236-7656

A Woman's Worth
1430 West Busch Blvd.

Call Kenny Rushing

Cl~aniAgs, Exams
X-Rays, Fluoride

Relaxers - $20.00
Barber Cuts $5.00

813.675.7040

Junk Cars

FRE_E

New Client Specials

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

CALL JANICE
FOR GREAT
RATES IIIII

:Children

Stylist And Barbers
Needed

Relaxer/Cut/Color $55.00

Your Space
(813) 989-1932

z

.J

Paternity Test
We Come To You!
Results In 3 Days

Call Now To Reserve

::J
m
::»

~
.J

DNA Testing

Meals Included

U)

pON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

For Detailed Information

Specials:
Monday - Wednesday
Kinky Twist And Micros
$95.00
Weaves- $85.00
Thursday - Sunday
15% Off All Regular Braids
. With This Ad
Relaxer Wjth Trim- $35.00
Wash -N- Set $20.00
Booth Rental
$1 00. 00/Weekly
Open 7 Days
(813) 770-7039

For God.
We Get Success! Join
Thousands Of Others
Already Blessed
Don't Wait Write Toda~
Send.Your $5.00 Donation
And A Self Addressed
Stamped Envelope To:
Bishop Jackson
P.O. Box 11451
Tampa, Florida 33680

JAMAICAN WEST INDIES
FATHER SAMUEL .
Call Me At

(407) 841-2787
Known Around The \Nortd
As The BEST! If I Can't
Help You~ It Can't Be Done.
Specializing In Court Cases,
Jinx Removal From The Body,
Restores Health, Happiness,
Peace, And Finances.
Remember, "With God All
Things Ale Possible. Get .
Ready To Be Blessed For The
. New Year.
•
I Will Be In Tampa, Florida
Friday • February 6th
Saturday - February 7th
If You Truly Want To Be
Blessed Come To:
The Ramada Inn

11714 Morris Bridge Rd.
Tampa, Florida
(813) 985-8525

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

------~~--------~--------------------------------------------------~----------~--------,~
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Mother Bamba

Sister Grace

Helps All Problems

Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells
Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage
Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00

Removes Bad Luck
Evil , Reunites Lovers
Lucky Numbers
By Phone 1-888-407-9144
Botanica 11th Heav

.~

Phone (813) 506-9239
4521 N. Habana Avenue

Readings That Ar ·
Honest And Firm.·-

.

Candles, Oils, lncens~
Etc ... Sold Here

·iT

THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT CONTACT
LAVORA@ (813) 248-1921
FOR DETAILS ON
PLACING YOUR LEGAL OR
CLASSIFIED ADVERnSEMENT

Sis Harvey

(813) 286-7500
Credit Cards Accepted

Trash Cleanup
Tree Trimming, Removal,
Or Any Other Hauling
Cheapest Rates
No Job Too Big
Or Small Including
Furniture Removal

Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 +Tax & Fees
If You Receive
Free School Lunch
Food Stamps, Medicaid
Public Housing
SSI, Section 8

(813) 285-4674

(TANF), (LHEAP)
Call 813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central
Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone
Orient Road
& Faulkenburg Jail
Only $2 .25 Per Call

c

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

N

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

N
0
0
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See Our Ad
Florida Sentinel.
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The

www.rehabberssuperstore .com

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATE

$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND
50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITIONAL WORD
OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS
EACH TIME YOU
PUBLISH YOUR AD

(813) 675-7040
PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition

Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition

Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.
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G:E ORGE E. SHAW

z

BAIL BONDS

• Adult Care
• Private & Semi-Private Rooms ::.
• Bathing & Personal Care
.
• SupeniisiOh.With Medications
• 24 Hour Staff
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Hillsborough County
(813) 247-5092
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Polk County
328 Dorsett Ave. · (863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1-877-437-2663

REEVES BU1LD1NQ1 PlUMB1NG
& ROOF1NG CO•~TRACTOR
• COMME.RCIAL
• ROOFtNG
•REMODELING
·REPAIR
•HOME
• REHABILITATrON
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NTHOMPSON

mpson's Property
Mgmt Group, lLC

m

Rent To Own
House, Condo
Or Townhouse
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Starting At

$675.00

Section 8 Welcome

• RESIDENTIAL
·PLUMBING
•ADDITIONS
·CONCRETE
. SLABS

reat Deal On Short Sales !
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Toll Free: (866) 394-8038

For All Your Construction Needs ... -

Office : (727) 906-9693

Call Reeves

Cell : (727) 492-6317

813-238-6197
478

MICHAEL REEVES

Access Foot Care Office & Home Service
~,Fungal

• First nme Home Buyers

• Good, Bad Or Not Credit
• Debt Consolidation
• Refinancing
No
Application Fee
•
(813)223-6
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'' Diabetic Shoes/Socks/Orthotics

YOLANDA Y ANTHONY

Most Insurance Acupted Commitment To Exc.tlence

u.......t Mortagage lroker .

_, FHANA/Conventlonal Loans
400 E. Dr.MLKBivd. • Ste. 103 •

Skin Infections/Fungal Nails

<' Ingrown Nails
~,Wound Care
<' Heel Pain
<' Bun,ons/Hammer~ Toes
·

FL 33603 • Ermtil: yot.ndalntltatil!aol.tonll
(813) 546·3926 (C.tl)

Fot E,, s y. Affurdabll' Acu•\\ To A Po dtatt t~l
www .Accl'ssFoot Car~.corn
1-866-435-FOOT !86u-43S - 3u68l
Town·N -Countr •· 6101 Webb Road ' Smt..• 309

Cont.lCt

U~

To Advertise In The Business Directory Call LaVora Or Betty At 813-248-1921.
DEADLINE For Placing Business Directory Ads Is FRIDAY AT 3 P.M.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
W"HIDDEN BROWN P.L .
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Bond i\t"otlons
J'rob3tion Violations

Cdn.:i~a.ll D~fCH3e

~!,:Jg,":'n'"'•

Pet·sonal Injm-y

Homlcidet'VIo~nt Crltue
SexOffen.es
{813)
DV11Bl:J

mt

272-220 0

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Auto Acdllruls

1\foton:ycl~Accldenls

&

• P.ersonallnjury
·Wrongful Death
·Criminal Law

ll6.11lngAoollents
Wrongful Dealb Claim'

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Free l.ntC.nmtit'll Ct,uccmin)! Qu.l.hti QtWIL5 &. Expcncnce AV'J1Inllk Upt"l!l Rcq\IC;)I. Tlk'

Htru~

Of

Tile hiring of J I<Myff rS ~ ,., irr.pOt"t•nt dtcis10n •nd shou&d ~be ~sed
upon adrnnis~me11 s. Ettlcrt you dtc•di. lPt us to ~you frH wcrtten

r\n Attc mey Is An hnlK•nru •l (kcL~i<'tl Thai ~lu'ttlcl, "' Ue Based ~! ely Up<.~tt Advenut llk: lm Be teve "'"'
DeCide. Ask Us Tt• Send \\"1\1 Free Wnneu lnft'lflnnri('ll

·State & Fed. W. C. Claims
* Certified by Michi~an State University
* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C./ Race Discrimination
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FREE CONSULTATION!
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On-

(Except For Pur. Title VII Cases)

220 E. Madison Street • Sulte1207, Tampa, FL33602
\ll&lt Us

AI;: www.fOIIOLAW.OIIG (form.,. U.S. Amly JACC Anomoy)
dredtlon
t4K!" ackwftiwnenu. Cd'cw • )'OU dedck d

u• to

1112 E: Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES

813.229.9300

PERSONAL INJURY WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS REAL ESTATE MEDIATION
The hi1ing of • L-y« Is •n impOIUnl docislon •nd s1\ould

not b. bo>«< upon •clewftlsom.,..IL
Bl'fort you eM<~ .uk U\ to ~d you''" wrin.n info~uon 1-bouc our qu.~cation .&nd a:p.ri.nce
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HOVSEPIAN & LOPARDO

The Law Offices Of

BRYANT A. SCRIVEN, ESQ.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW - TAMPA

FELONY * TRAFFIC * DUI * MISDEMEANOR
BOND I ROR MOTIONS $249 * VOP $249-$949
Excludes Costs (Transcripts, Subpoenas, Etc.)

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
{813) 350-7923
PAYMENT PLANS I VISA I MASTERCARD

CRIMINAL DEFENSE * TRAFFIC
All FHONIES
All MISDEMEANORS
DUI
VOP 'S
DRUG CRIMES

* PERSONAL INJURY

DRIVER'S liCENSE ISSUES
All PERSONAl INJURY CASES
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOlENCE
MODIFICATION

CALL: (813) 454-4189
AVAILABLE 24/7 CONSULTATION AVAILABLE
1808 N. Morgan Street 'Ta mpa, Fl33602 '(813) 226-8522
Serving Hillsborough, Pasco and He~ando County
Tt. huiQol~~ ., ..,..
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221-1800

inform.u;on abou. 001 qu•!iio11on iJ\d ttptrLence

d«ldc. d

By
And
Master Level Therapist And
Certified Addiction Professionals.
The Following Groups Are Being Offered:

·Escaping The FarniOar
·Women's Groups I Men's Groups
·Unpacking Family Baggage
•Understanding And Managing
Your Teen.
·Relationship Issues
•Parenting
·Substance Abuse
Mon. - Thurs. @ 6:30 P.M.

Call 813-695-6684
To Schedule The Assessment
The Group Fee Is $10 Per Session
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Arrested and Concerned
About Your
Legal Right ?
Call Tanya Dugree

•Criminal law •Probate
•F IIJlaw •DiscrlmlnaUo

(813) 418-5253
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The Miles Plaza
308 E. MLK Blvd., Suite E • Tampa, Fl33603

L&.

813) 237-2392 Office

Chapter 7

a. nEnrolled
BciDtosh, LLC
Agent

ion

WlfH Out Bod D•btl

Get Rid Of:
1. Judgments
2. Liens
3. Bills
4. Unsecured Debts

$500.00 Plus Filing Fees a. Cosu
FREE CONSULTATION

_,_

...... .

C•ll (813) :Z23·1lOOTamp•
(727) 209·0814 CIHrw•ter/St.

236~5717 Fax

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:
Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

CALL RICKY
II (8 13 1

892-8193

Or Email: cailrlckywllllams@gmail.com
Available 24 Hrs./Day • FREE Consultation

I Act As
}(Jur Power Oj.41lorne.
And
Will Negotiate For }'t1u To
.. wp Liens And lA!VJ'S

813-3H9-4ZIS
Fax: 813-984~8324
Email:

